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Deep Sea Supply begins IT
transformation
Norwegian offshore company Deep Sea Supply is to make major changes
to the way it manages IT on board its ships, by rolling out communications
management and network infrastructure management systems
from two providers across its entire fleet
eep Sea Supply, a Norwegian ship owner and operator of Anchor Handling Tug
Supply vessels (AHTS) and Platform
Supply Vessels (PSV), is to make significant changes to the IT infrastructure across its vessels following the
agreement of new contracts with both
Dualog and Palantir to roll out a
range of different shipboard systems.
The deal with Dualog, a provider
of ship-shore data communication
services also based in Norway, will
see Deep Sea Supply install Dualog
Connection Suite on its entire fleet of
40 offshore supply vessels (OSVs).
The fleet operates worldwide, but
with a particular focus on Brazil,
North Sea, South East Asia and Africa.

D

Connection Suite is a managed
service handling customers’ shipshore data traffic. It will be installed
on the 40 OSVs by the end of the year,
according to Thomas Heide, Dualog
sales manager Asia.
Fellow
Norwegian
service
provider Palantir, meanwhile, has
also announced that Deep Sea Supply
has chosen its KeepUp@Sea solution
to assist in managing the IT networks
across the 40 vessel fleet.
The system will be used to roll out
a common IT infrastructure across all
Deep Sea Supply vessels, and will be
delivered as a managed service.
The agreement also covers hardware, logistics, roll-out and migration
services on board the vessels.

PSV Sea Falcon – one of the 40 ships in the fleet to have its
IT infrastructure upgraded as part of this new project

"We believe that the KeepUp@Sea
solution from Palantir would best
meet the overall objectives for Deep
Sea Supply, which is to provide a reliable and secure IT network on board
our vessels," said Anders Hall
Jomaas, CFO at Deep Sea Supply.
"We have chosen Palantir because
they provide a unique, comprehensive and proven solution, with many
years of operational experience at
major shipping companies.
"By utilising Palantir’s extensive
experience, we will be able to jumpstart the process, and quickly start
seeing the benefits."
Mr Jomaas believes that having a
reliable and secure IT network will
help to improve crew welfare, enable
Deep Sea Supply to deploy and operate standard solutions across its fleet
of PSV and AHTS vessels, and reduce
support requirements.
He notes that future upgrades and
changes can also be deployed from a
single point onshore, reducing travel
costs and improving efficiency.
Arvid Dregelid, CEO of Palantir,
says: "This major deal is a statement
of quality – both for our KeepUp@Sea
solution and the skills of the people
involved in supporting and developing the KeepUp@Sea solution."
"The core focus on standardisation
and automation of IT&C services proves
to be an advantage towards achieving
new, international customers."
DS

“Simply the best”

Darren Reeves, General Manager - Stanford Marine L.L.C.

Headquartered in Dubai, Stanford Marine operates 40 offshore supply vessels throughout
the Middle East and Africa.
“Our business is reliant on the secure transfer of data – that’s why we chose Dualog,”
says General Manager Darren Reeves. “With Dualog solutions on our vessels my crew have
internet access and my IT Team can remotely monitor and control bandwidth usage.”
“Dualog provides excellent support and a complete overview – that’s very important.
They are second to none,” concludes Darren Reeves.
www.dualog.com
(+47) 77 62 19 00
sales@dualog.com
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www.technosci.com
Techno-Sciences, Inc. (TSi) has announced
the successful installation of the second
COSPAS-SARSAT Medium Earth Orbit
Search and Rescue (MEOSAR) satellite
ground station for the National Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA), the government agency responsible for the US SARSAT programme.
The first operationally ready six-channel MEOSAR Local User Terminal (MEOLUT) had been installed in Hawaii in
September 2011. The new MEOLUT was
installed at the US Coast Guard (USCG)
COMSTATION facility in Miami, Florida.
Managed by NOAA, the US SARSAT
Programme is a joint programme with
NASA, the US Air Force and the US Coast
Guard. It is part of the international

COSPAS-SARSAT Programme.
The latest MEOLUT system, which
passed site acceptance testing, will help to
extend SAR coverage to parts of North
America, South America, the Atlantic
Ocean and portions of Europe and Africa.
Working both independently and collaboratively, the Hawaii MEOLUT and the
Miami MEOLUT provide coverage for the
entire US Search and Rescue region. TSi
says that both MEOLUTs are ready to
transition to operational use.
Designed to operate with a variety of
satellites including the American GPS, the
Russian GLONASS and the European
Galileo satellites, the TSi MEOLUTs can
provide beacon locations using a single
burst received through four or more satellites. Signals from 406MHz distress beacons relayed by SARSAT transponders in
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NOAA MEOLUT antennas, installed in Miami, Florida

select versions of these satellites are collected from the satellite downlinks by the
TSi MEOLUTs and used to compute locations of the beacons.
“TSi should take great pride in their
achievement of developing and building
the first two operationally ready, sixantenna ground stations for the US
SARSAT programme,” said Mickey
Fitzmaurice, NOAA SARSAT Program’s
lead Satellite Systems engineer.
“With the international COSPASSARSAT programme evolving towards
using GPS, Galileo, and GLONASS satellites for worldwide distress alert detection, TSi’s engineering expertise combined
with their leadership in MEOSAR technology has been instrumental in this
MELOUT deployment.”
“The project schedule was met at every
milestone, and the performance has been
exceptional. We look forward to our continued partnership with TSi as we roll out
MEOSAR operations.”
“TSi is pleased to deliver another critical piece of the next-generation MEOSAR
system,” said Jean-Luc Abaziou, CEO
of TSi.
“As we have done since the early stages
of COSPAS-SARSAT, we will continue to
be an industry innovator while leading the
transition to new MEOSAR technology.
By integrating technological innovations
into our MEOLUT ground station product, we will improve the accuracy of critical positioning data and the timeliness of
its delivery to rescue personnel resulting
in faster response times and even more
lives saved.”
Orolia announced in December its
intention to acquire TSi. It says that it
wants to provide MEOSAR solutions that
integrate safety preparedness products,
satellite communications systems and
emergency response technologies.

Maritime satcoms revenue to double in 10 years
www.euroconsult-ec.com
Satellite services consultancy Euroconsult
has forecasted satellite capacity revenue in
the global maritime market to nearly double over the next decade, with a compound
annual growth rate of 7 per cent.
According to the firm's recently-published research report 'Maritime Telecom
Solutions by Satellite', growth is expected
to be driven mainly by increasing data consumption across all major maritime segments and the adoption of new generation
broadband satellite services.
"Onboard bandwidth requirements
keep growing, which is driving the maritime market in a direction quite beneficial
to satellite communications," said Wei Li,
senior consultant at Euroconsult and editor-in-chief of the research report.
"We have observed growth in both
ARPU and installations. Over the next
year, a number of High Throughput
Satellite (HTS) systems will become available in the maritime market, aimed at
delivering three times more capacity by the
end of 2014 and six times more capacity by

the end of 2016. This additional capacity
will drastically change the relationship
between supply and demand in the market, and enable a range of new applications
for the maritime community."
Euroconsult reports that the number of
terminals used for global maritime satellite
communications grew at around 4 per cent
in 2013, while revenues at the satellite
operator level increased by over 10 per
cent.
The total size of the market reached
about 348,000 active terminals in 2013 that
generated more than $760 million in revenues at the satellite operator level.
Established MSS services and developing
VSAT business contributed to the overall
growth of the maritime satellite communications market, the report notes.
Competition between players is intensifying on the eve of the HTS era, says
Euroconsult, with all of the major players
looking to lock in a maximum number of
vessels, though the consultancy believes
that the market will diversify in terms of
end-user requirements.
Rather than technologies or frequencies,
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Euroconsult points to the understanding of
customers' needs as the key success factor
for satellite communications players, combined with the scale and efficiency of their
distribution channels and the cost/quality
effectiveness of their offers.

‘We have observed growth in both ARPU
and installations’ – Wei Li, Euroconsult
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SpeedCast reports that it has opened
new offices in Perth, Australia. The launch
of the office follows a previous investment
in teleport facilities in the Perth suburb of
Henderson to allow SpeedCast to provide
services into Africa, Asia and Australia
directly from Perth.
Inmarsat has named Tony Bates as its
new chief financial officer. Mr Bates will
join the company on 2 June, and will also
become an executive director, having
been the group CFO of hibu (previously
Yell Group Plc) since November 2010.
Telaccount Overseas, a satellite
communication service provider subsidiary
of
Bernhard
Schulte
Shipmanagement, is to add the
shipznet service from Hamburg-based
bobz GmbH to its portfolio. shipznet is
a global mobile 3G service for merchant
shipping, offering a world-wide monthly
flat rate near-shore and in ports, without
any additional roaming costs.
SatComms Australia has been
appointed as an Inmarsat Gold Service
Provider. An Inmarsat service provider
since 2005, SatComms operates its own
Earth Station in Henderson, Western
Australia, interlinked with the Inmarsat
I-4 based BGAN network.
www.speedcast.com
www.inmarsat.com
www.telaccountoverseas.com
www.shipz.net
www.satcomms.com.au

Bandwidth boost enables Atlantic broadcast
www.marlink.com
The French Research Institute for
Exploitation of the Sea, known as Ifremer,
has conducted a live video broadcast and
conference from the mid-Atlantic during
an educational event called ‘Night of the
Abyss’, after Marlink enabled a temporary
1.5 Mbps bandwidth increase for the
research vessel 'Pourquoi pas?'.
The broadcast event was part of the
BICOSE
(Biodiversity,
Interactions,
Connectivity and Symbiosis in Extreme
Environments) scientific mission, which
took place from 10th January to 11th
February 2014.
The mission focused on the study of
hydrothermal vents in the mid-Atlantic.
Also known as black smokers, these mini
submarine volcanoes spit out hot water up
to 400 degrees.
Night of the Abyss linked 'Pourquoi
pas?' with two sites in France (Paris and
Brest) via its Ku-band VSAT system. It
began with a presentation of the BICOSE
campaign and technical capabilities,
and an introduction of the scientific team
on-board.
This was followed by a 20-minute commentary broadcast from the Victor 6000
Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV), where

the audience discovered the TAG
hydrothermal site at a depth of 3,500m.
The event concluded with a 40-minute
interactive question and answer session.
“We needed sufficient bandwidth and
reliability to ensure high-quality live
video and audio for the duration of the
event, so we asked Marlink if it was
possible to temporarily upgrade our
link just for this,” said Olivier Soubigou,
Research Vessels and Embarked

Equipment unit, Ifremer.
“Sealink is a flexible service so Marlink
was able to provide us with live streaming
and two way conferencing capabilities so
we could really engage with audiences in
Paris and Brest.”
The Night of the Abyss video can be
viewed on the BICOSE blog page (in
French): http://wwz.ifremer.fr/webtv/
Campagnes-a-la-mer/Bicose/La-nuit-desabysses

The Night of the Abyss video can be viewed online

MTN hybrid network for Norwegian Cruise Line
www.mtnsat.com
Norwegian Cruise Line’s newly-christened Norwegian Getaway will set sail
with a new hybrid communications network from MTN Communications (MTN)
to support ship-shore connectivity for passengers and crew.
The network to be implemented on the
vessel combines both satellite and terrestrial broadband connectivity service to
maximise performance for large vessels
both at sea and in port.
With approximately 4,000 guests and
1,600 crew, Norwegian Getaway is the
first to install this new hybrid system, as
well as a range of software systems to
maintain the multiple types of available
connections simultaneously. The network
also uses the fastest data path available so
it can access terrestrial broadband when
near and in ports.
A broadband antenna tracking and stabilisation system enables the ship to 'lock'
onto an MTN access point in port for ter-

restrial broadband connectivity, with no
impact to the end user during the
switchover. The shipboard data centre on
Norwegian Getaway also is equipped with
the very latest in processing technologies.
"Norwegian Getaway is one of the most
technologically advanced ships all
around, including how guests and crew
can communicate and access content," said
Vincent Cirel, senior vice president and
CIO, Norwegian Cruise Line.
"For example, with MTN’s hybrid satellite and terrestrial network, we know our
crew and guests will have the communications experience they expect, increasing
guest satisfaction and crew morale."
Between 2008 and 2013, MTN says that
it managed a six-fold increase in satellite
bandwidth requirements as a result of
internet, content and voice usage, as internet log-ins on its network more than doubled to almost 33 million per year. Voice
communications have increased approximately 50 per cent.
"MTN and Norwegian Cruise Line are

delivering another first, much like we did
in the 1980s with the initial internet access
ever at sea," said Chris Leber, executive
vice president, commercial business development, MTN.
"Since then, faster land-like connectivity
has become clearly expected. However, the
challenge has been staying ahead of
demand, while dealing with the cost of
adding more satellite bandwidth for guests
and crew applications."
"MTN’s advanced hybrid communications network allows cruise operators to
focus on their core business. When vessels are
in port, they switch over to MTN’s Terrestrial
Broadband Network, which delivers much
higher-performance and speed. Norwegian
Getaway is the premier showcase in how
to address the insatiable demand for connectivity, speed and content."
In related news, MTN has also launched
a new OceanPhone Mobile product for use
on its network, a calling and messaging
app for maritime crews which leverages
the Wi-Fi infrastructure on vessels, as well

MTN’s hybrid system has been installed on the Norwegian Getaway (left), while the company has also
introduced a new crew communications service (right)
Digital Ship April 2014 page 4

as its own network.
OceanPhone Mobile is an extension of
MTN’s OceanPhone calling solution for
crew, but the app runs independently of
other subscribed services. The Floridabased satcom provider says that it allows
crew members to use their own smartphones and tablets to keep in touch with
their loved ones.
Crew can download the application for
free from the Apple or Google Play app
stores, then purchase an OceanPhone
Mobile plan on board their vessel. Family
members and friends at home can do the
same, and purchase their plans online.
MTN says that this lowers the price for
calling, especially for app-to-app calls or
messages to others who have OceanPhone
Mobile on the same ship, other ships, and
family and friends on shore who also have
OceanPhone Mobile. All pricing plans
include free text messaging.
“Extending our OceanPhone product,
which is already on 96 vessels around the
world, to a mobile app was a natural evolution,” said Mr Leber.
“Our goal for this product was to allow
crew to be able to use their own devices to
make and receive calls, no matter the market. But we also had to take into account
the family and friends back home and on
other vessels. With our MTN network,
managing calls ‘on-Net’ allows us to offer
the crew great calling plans, as well as a
cost-effective solution to family and
friends to keep in touch.”
MTN says that OceanPhone Mobile is
also an alternative for corporate calling
from vessel-to-vessel or even to-and-from
headquarters, as long as there is a Wi-Fi
network on the vessel.
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Keep in touch_
from

$1.400

83 cm VSAT system
(intellian)

per month
36 month lease

+ airtime
incl.

3 MONTH
FREE
AIRTIME*

(european coverage)

+ complete installation
(ADE + BDE + INSTALLATION)

*ask for terms and
conditions

global coverage
24/7 support

VSAT

+31 (0)183 401025 | INFO@OCEANSAT.COM | WWW.OCEANSAT.COM
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Astrium renamed
as Airbus
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
Astrium Services has announced that it
will operate, with immediate effect, under
its new name Airbus Defence and Space, a
division of Airbus Group.
The change from Astrium Services to
the new Airbus Defence and Space is
part of a rebranding throughout the
wider EADS organisation. Earlier this
year, EADS became Airbus Group, with
three distinct divisions: Airbus, Airbus
Defence and Space, and Airbus
Helicopters.
The entire Astrium Services portfolio
of satellite communications and geo
information services will continue under
the newly created Communication,
Intelligence & Security (CIS) business line
of Airbus Defence and Space.
"The new Airbus Defence and Space
set-up will allow (us to bring) all governmental and commercial satellite communication activities together into one integrated satcom unit, as part of CIS," said
Erik Ceuppens, newly appointed head of
the satellite communications programme
line.
"The mission of the new satcom unit
will be to be the provider of choice for
trusted satcom-enabled solutions, with a
very strong customer focus across all our
key vertical markets."
"We’re proud to operate under the
Airbus name and its association with technology excellence."
The reorganisation will be rolled out
gradually during the course of 2014. All
parts of the new division will be rebranded as Airbus Defence and Space over the
coming months.
The new division employs some 40,000
employees generating revenues of approximately €14 billion per year.
In related news, Airbus Defence and
Space has reported that its SkyFile Mail
software passed the milestone of carrying
more than 50 million e-mails in 2013 - a
new record for the company.
The 50 million mails were sent by some
40,000 mariners worldwide – a 25 per cent
growth in e-mail volume compared with
the previous year. Airbus says that the
increased usage was similar for both
VSAT and MSS.
"Owners and operators looking to
change to our dedicated maritime e-mail
solution can keep their existing e-mail
addresses and be confident in SkyFile’s
ability to enhance their e-mail communications regardless of the satcom band
they use,” said Tore Morten Olsen, head
of maritime activities at Airbus Defence
and Space.
Airbus additionally notes that SkyFile
Anti-Virus also saw growth in 2013, with
the amount of licences in operation nearly doubling and over-the-air updates
attracting an increasing number of users.

For the most updated news visit
www.thedigitalship.com

Inmarsat launches FleetOne for leisure and fishing
www.inmarsat.com
Inmarsat is set to launch a new voice and
data satellite service designed specifically for
the maritime leisure and fishing community
called Fleet One, and has named Addvalue
Technologies and Cobham SATCOM as
manufacturing partners for the service.
Addvalue and Cobham will each manufacture an L-band terminal for Fleet One,
which is due to enter commercial service
during the second quarter of 2014.
"Addvalue and Cobham are long-stand-

ing, trusted partners of Inmarsat and
today’s appointment represents an expansion of the partnership between our
respective companies," said Frank Coles,
president, Inmarsat Maritime.
"Both companies have a proven history
of manufacturing highly reliable terminals,
supporting a range of Inmarsat services
and we are pleased to have them join us as
we prepare to unveil Fleet One in Q2."
The new service is aimed at leisure
mariners, day boaters and sport and
coastal fisherman.

Dualog Connection Suite for TORM
http://dualog.com
Dualog has announced that Danish-based
shipping company TORM has chosen its
Connection Suite as its maritime communications solution.
Headquartered in Copenhagen TORM
operates a fleet of approximately 100 modern vessels in global trade.
“Dualog provides the most comprehensive set of services that match our
requirements,” said Walter Hannemann,
head of Vessel IT & Navigation. This
includes, amongst other things, file
transfer, crew e-mail, business e-mail

and internet optimisation.
“It is no longer a question of whether it
is important for maritime personnel to
have access to the internet at all times. It is
a fundamental requirement,” he said.
“And it’s not only for the crew. Our
business can benefit directly from a fully
online fleet.”
“With Dualog Connection Suite we can
easily manage on-board networks from
shore,” Mr Hannemann added.
“We now have integrated and standardised management services for everything from business e-mail to the control
and optimisation of internet traffic.”

Pro Nautas to plug
Green Reefers
www.pro-nautas.com
German service provider Pro Nautas has
been selected to provide a turnkey connectivity solution to eleven Green Reefers
vessels.
Owned by Caiano Shipping III, Green
Reefers, which is headquartered in Bergen
(Norway), handles a fleet of 30 vessels.
Eleven of these ships will receive a
Sailor VSAT 900B antenna, Airbus
Defence and Space airtime and an
XChange box, and Pro Nautas’ customer
support.
Pro Nautas says that its solution manages switching between the Ku- and Lband terminals, as well as providing control of communication usage and cost. It
allows for wireless LAN access on board,
VoIP lines for business and crew calling,
and billing management functionality.
In addition, the VSAT terminal is
upgradeable from Ku-Band to Ka-Band if
required.
Pro Nautas says that its engineers will
complete the system installation, commissioning and software setup over the next
few months.

SMSGlobal launches
Se@MeNow
www.smsglobal.net
SMSGlobal has announced the launch of
Se@MeNow, a maritime social portal
allowing voice and video chat, web mail,
photo and music sharing, online games
and shopping, and live updates on sports
events.
“Se@MeNow has been designed to connect seafarers at sea with their families
and loved ones on shore, as well as being
a connecting point with their corporate
headquarters,” says Jan Andre’ Heggem,
managing director of SMSGlobal.
The portal works as a virtual meeting
place where seafarers can communicate
with their loved ones via wall updates, by
sharing photos or music, or through video
chat. SMSGlobal says that the video chat
feature is optimised to work with the inher-

The Se@MeNow portal offers a range of crew communications options
ent limitations of maritime broadband and
requires only 35 kbps bandwidth.
Se@MeNow also functions as the web
mail service for SMSGlobal subscribers
using the CrewCommCenter system.
There are currently 3,200 deep-sea vessels
equipped
with
CrewCommCenter,
enabling crew to send and receive e-mails
and SMS, read ship manager announcements and news from home, converse
through low data instant messaging, and

browse the internet.
SMSGlobal says that 125,000 seafarers
exchange 2,250,000 messages monthly
with over 1,300,000 friends and loved ones
on shore using the service.
When these seafarers are on shoreleave, or on a vessel that has an internet
connection but no CrewCommCenter,
they
can
login
with
their
CrewCommCenter ID and password to
access Se@MeNow.

Globalstar launches tracking and monitoring transmitter
monitoring devices for ships or containers.
The STX3 unit includes chip technology
Globalstar has launched a new simplex one-third of the size of its predecessor, the
satellite global transmitter, featuring what STX2, and is about the size of a US quarter
it claims to be "the lowest power-consum- dollar coin.
Globalstar says that the unit has been
ing technology" on the market, which can
be integrated into a variety of tracking or designed to be easily integrated into a
range of M2M devices and
applications for remote sensing, tracking and monitoring
of items or equipment on
board a ship, and is also suited
for use in hybrid GPRS/GSMbased tracking or monitoring
devices to provide satellitebased backup in areas where
Globalstar’s transmitter is about the size of
mobile network reception is
a quarter dollar
www.globalstar.com
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either patchy or non-existent.
The STX3 module works by sending
one-way data messages via the Globalstar
Simplex Network when integrated into a
device, with only a small amount of transmitter power required.
"We see a huge opportunity for VARs
and OEMs to incorporate the STX3 chipset
into compact and efficient communications
devices targeted at a wide and fast-growing range of vertical markets," said Jay
Monroe, chairman and CEO of Globalstar.
"With its unrivalled low power consumption and small size, this chipset has the
potential to accelerate the adoption of satellite-based M2M – both satellite-only solutions and hybrid cellular/satellite offerings."
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Industrial Internet in maritime – part 2
In the second adapted extract from their whitepaper on the use of industrial internet in maritime (see Digital Ship
March 2014 issue for part 1), Rob Bradenham and Ken Krooner, ESRG, examine the enablers and challenges in
today’s maritime industry that will impact the potential implementation of industrial internet technologies
here are several challenges that will
need to be overcome for the broader industrial internet to take hold:
increased sensors and smarter equipment,
increased bandwidth to share data, open
standards to communicate across different
types of equipment and systems, more
advanced analytics, and people with the
skills and domain expertise to turn that
data into actionable information.
These same high level challenges are
essentially the same as those facing the
marine sector in the adoption of the industrial internet, however, the details of what
enablers will help overcome these challenges vary from other, traditional landbased industries.
While equipment is becoming more sensorised, there is still ‘dumb equipment’
being installed on ships without significant
sensors and not integrated into the technology infrastructure. This is definitely
changing and some early adopter ship and
asset owners are driving this forward.
Military vessels have taken the first step
in data integration with the US Navy’s LCS
having the diesel generators, diesel engines,
gas turbines, reduction gears, combining
gears, lube oil, shaft bearings, water jets, air
conditioning plants and water desalinization plants integrated, with data and analytics available on board and onshore[i].
Commercial owners are also moving in
this direction. For example, HGO InfraSea
Solutions’ newest vessel, the Innovation,
was launched with a technology backbone
that integrates four asynchronous thruster
motors, four azimuth propellers, three
motors and bow thrusters, six diesel
engines, the electrical jack-up system,
bridge control system, dynamic positioning system, wave radar, S-Band radar,
three X-Band radars, ECDIS – all available
throughout the ship’s LAN[ii] .
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement has
become a leader in retro-fitting non-new
build ships by integrating data for a container ship, the Gabriel Schulte, from the
main diesel engine, four generators, torque
meter, coriolis fuel flow meters, the ballast
and fuel management system, the lube oil
system, oily waste system, GPS and the
ECDIS system.
Bernhard Schulte also enabled this data
to be available to shore based analytics and
users to turn the data into actionable information to create value for their customer.
This integration enables the onboard
Master and Chief Engineer, as well as the
shore-based fleet manager, technical
superintendent and owner to have transparency into the health and performance of
the ship, including fuel consumption,
power production, equipment health and
environmental compliance[iii] .
On the communications side, ship-owners continue to upgrade their ship-to-shore
communications as the cost of satellite
communications decrease to less than $1
per megabyte of data[iv].

T

This cost level reduces the impact of communications on the overall business case.
With the utilisation of existing satellite networks continuing to increase, the per-unit
cost will continue to decrease over time.
As the amount of data on board gets
larger, there are many creative solutions
for identifying the right data to be sent
ashore, instead of just streaming it all.
Various forms of compression, qualification and validation can be used to reduce
the required data to a more manageable
level that will further reduce costs.

approach, there are some who are maintaining their own internal, proprietary
data protocols, thus limiting the amount of
integration that can be achieved.
If other industries, which have moved
in this direction previously, provide a
good prediction of potential marine industry dynamics, than the OEMs who do not
adopt open standards data protocols will
be penalised by the market, as their solutions will be less valuable than if they are
were able to easily integrate with the
broader industrial internet.

‘Big data’ offers a range of benefits for maritime – if managed correctly
For example, a large, modern vessel
might have 500-1000 data points available
once per second. There is no reason to have
each data point transmitted ashore every second. Instead, analytics can be used to validate and qualify the data to ensure that the
right data is selected and transmitted ashore.

Open standards and
advanced analytics
Historically, original equipment manufacturers (OEM) involved in data integration
would each have their own data protocol
for transferring data or making it available
to other systems. This increased the integration costs to bring together data from
relevant equipment, for example a main
engine, fuel flow meter, torque meter and
ECDIS system.
While other industries, such as the
power generation industry, have already
moved to common open standards data
protocols, the marine industry is just starting to move in this direction.
Instead of a different proprietary data
interface for each piece of equipment, more
and more marine equipment is starting to
communicate either with Modbus, NMEA
or OPC standards. This is enabling newbuild ships to more easily transition to the
industrial internet.
In addition to enabling communications
across systems, open standards will also
allow for the creation of standard equipment
hierarchies across maintenance management
programs, Classification equipment registries, and OEM equipment databases.
These standard hierarchies will help
facilitate seamless data sharing between
different potential data consumers in order
to maximise value creation for vessel owners. While most OEMs are adopting this

Equipment OEMs and software
providers are also focusing on how to
utilise the available data to create actionable information to help drive better operational and maintenance decisions.
Many OEMs are starting to use the data
from their specific piece of equipment to
help ship owners and operators either
operate or maintain their equipment more
effectively. If this trend continues with
each OEM providing their own ‘industrial
internet’ solution, only for their equipment, owners and operators will become
overwhelmed with information technology and not be able to get the value out of
each system.
In addition, each component on the ship
is not operating in isolation and needs to
be analysed as part of the larger system.
For instance, an increase in fuel consumption could be driven by decreased engine
condition, change in fuel pressure,
increased fuel temperature, lack of maintenance, increased marine growth on the
hull, a fouled propeller, heavier than
expected sea state, higher speed requirements, headwinds, or a different fuel type
among many other potential reasons.
If the engine is analysed in isolation, it
may lead to an issue not being identified or
an incorrect diagnosis, and a decision
being made without the most accurate and
comprehensive information.
Integrated analytics that can consume
data from multiple sources and help users
transform that data into actionable information are the logical next step in the
marine industry. As many vessels already
have sensors and some level of data integration, monitoring and analytics solutions
should be flexible enough to leverage the
existing onboard systems such as integrat-
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ed control systems, stand-alone sensors,
navigation systems, and ballast and tank
management systems.
This is necessary in order to minimise
up-front investment in sensors and data
integration in order to maximise the
owner’s return. Early adopters are starting
to move in this direction, with the MV
Gabriel Schulte described above being a
good example.
Another challenge in the marine industry regarding analytics is how to deal with
real-time data analytics on board a vessel,
near-real-time analytics on-shore, and the
additional ship and shore based business
systems (i.e. maintenance planning, purchasing, supply chain, fuel management,
cargo management, etc.). The software
package used needs to enable ship and
shore based users to interact with the data
and create actionable information.
In addition to the analytics to transform
data into actionable information, data validation and qualification must also occur.
Unlike many land-based industries and
other transportation industries, marine
assets are operated in a variety of different
ways. While a cargo airplane essentially
has four modes, with all engines being
used for all four (taxi, take-off, cruise and
landing), a commercial container ship can
operate at a variety of speeds, plant configurations, displacement/drafts, electrical
loads, acceleration/deceleration, weather
conditions, etc.
In the airplane example, it may be fairly
simple to compare a data point from multiple flights. In the marine industry, data
should be qualified and validated to
ensure like data points are being compared, both over time and across vessels.
These analytics must not only take the
manual effort out of moving from raw data
to actionable information, they must also
be easy to use with minimal training. For
example, the user interface should be simple and intuitive to enable an onboard
operator or a shore-based manager to
begin using the automated analytics with
as little as an hour of training.
As discussed below, there is a role for
skilled data analysts – however, the software must facilitate those without data
analytics skills being able to engage with
the analytics to understand equipment
health and performance and use the analytics to make better decisions.

Custom applications
In addition to common focus areas of overall maintenance, equipment reliability,
general fuel efficiency and environmental
compliance, specific sub-sectors within the
marine industry will require ‘custom
applications’ in order to realise the full
potential of the industrial internet.
These custom applications might be
focused on specialty equipment that is
only used in a specific sector or optimising
within a specific business model.
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While there will be a need for sector
specific customer applications, there will
also still be the need for the open standards
platform that will encompass the common
infrastructure (data collection, management, qualification, automated analytics)
and functionality (analytics focused on
reliability, fuel efficiency and the environment) as well as provide an open standards interface to allow integration of custom applications.
These applications might be supplied as
add-on modules by the open standards
platform provider, or they may be developed either in house or by a sector focused
supplier. Outlined below are a few examples of the types of custom applications
that would create additional value in specific sectors.
Tow configuration optimisation for
tugs – By utilising actual performance data
from a variety of sources, including engine
performance, power, speed through water,
tow diagrams, etc., tug operators will be
able to better understand exactly what factors cause a specific configuration of
barges to be more efficient than others.
Automated analytics could enable the tug
operator to clearly understand how water
conditions, tug power, and operational constraints impact the fuel efficiency of a given
barge configuration and use that information
to optimise profit in their specific business
situation, whether that be reducing fuel consumption or reducing the time to detach and
add barges along a voyage.
Combined engine & compressor analytics in offshore – Many offshore platforms
utilise a combined engine and compressor
set for compressing and storing natural gas.
In order to better understand both the efficiency and health of the overall system, the
system should be assessed as a whole instead
of just standard analytics for the engine and
standard analytics for the compressor.
Generator configuration for container
ships – Container ships often experience
high fluctuations in the electrical load due
to refrigerated containers being loaded and
unloaded in various ports. With 3-5 generators on board many container ships, there
are often multiple combinations of generators that will be able to produce the
required electricity.
Most power management systems
today will help determine the number of
generators needed based on OEM guidance. In practice, specific generators will
perform differently over time and at various loads. This results in fuel efficiency differences between generator combinations,
even with the same number of generators
online (for example, using generators 1, 2
& 3 or using 1, 2 & 4 or 2, 3 & 4).
By better understanding the actual,
recent performance of those specific generators, operators can have transparency
into what the optimal configuration is for a
specific load level at that point in time.
The above are just three examples of the
types of custom applications that can be
used in specific marine sectors. Other custom applications could be developed to
better understand hull & propeller efficien-

cy for specific ship types, efficiency/effectiveness of dynamic positioning
systems, fuel efficiency of refrigeration,
dredge productivity, optimising LNGtanker speed with real-time boil-over
analysis, etc.
These should all be able to interact with
open standards platforms that will integrate, validate, analyse and share the data.

Skilled analysts
Bringing together the data from the variety
of shipboard equipment is only the first
step in creating value with the industrial
internet. Value is actually created by transforming that data into actionable information that can be used by onboard operators
as well as shore-based management to
make better operational, maintenance and
management decisions.
To facilitate the transformation of raw
data into actionable information, skilled
data analysts (as mentioned above), with
deep marine domain expertise, will be
needed to either conduct analysis or configure automated analytics in software.
Data analysts will need to be able to
combine the skills and experience gained
as a Chief Engineer or a Technical
Superintendent (e.g. how equipment operates, troubleshooting, repairs, etc.) along
with the ability to analyse data.
This data analysis skill set is very different and will be new to many Chief
Engineers and Technical Superintendents.
Automated analytics that are incorporated
into a software program will make it easier
to bridge the gap between the current
capabilities and the required capabilities to
be able to maximise value capture from
ships connected to the industrial internet.
Organisations will also look to augment
their existing technical teams with analysts
who may not have the deep marine
domain expertise, but will be able to help
the Chief Engineers and Technical
Superintendents maximise the value of the
data and analytics.
Skilled data analysts combined with a
robust technical system would be able to
take the troubleshooting findings from one
vessel and create new algorithms that can
instantly be applied across a fleet – all from
the shore-based office.
This data analyst role will also extend
beyond just technical shipmanagement.
Fleet managers and trade-managers can
use this data to better optimise route planning or vessel dispatch, both in order to
save fuel, as well as optimise the entire system to use assets based on their current
performance and expected reliability.

Serving different
stakeholders
The marine industry presents another challenge with the broad range of stakeholders
involved.
There is the owner of the vessel who
purchases the vessel and may or may not
play a part in operations. Often, there is a
ship-management company, who is
responsible for crewing the vessel, maintenance, fuel and other operational aspects.
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Vessels are often chartered by another
company who will often pay a daily rate
plus the fuel consumption. In addition,
there is the onboard crew, usually hired by
the ship-management company with varying levels of experience in the industry and
on that specific ship.
Outside of the ship ownership and
operational stakeholders, there are classification societies, who help ensure ships are
seaworthy and safe. OEMs stay engaged
beyond the initial building with service
contracts and support. Each of these stakeholders has different incentives, and sometimes these incentives are at odds with
each other.
With this wide range of stakeholders,
the value of the industrial internet will
likely be shared across many of them, thus
creating inefficient decision making as to
whether to invest in new sensors, technology infrastructure, software or people.
Organisations that are able to align all of
the different stakeholders to focus on delivering their service most efficiently will be
able to make the right investments and outperform those who are not able to reach a
consensus across their stakeholders.
In addition to aligning stakeholders in
order to make better investment decisions, a
monitoring and analytics solution must allow
for stakeholders in different roles to interact
with the technology in different ways.
Onboard operators must be able to use
data and analytics to make better operational and maintenance decisions, often in
real-time. Shore based managers must be
able to look across a fleet and across time
to understand variations in performance
and the impact of maintenance and efficiency initiatives. Senior executives must
be able to gain transparency into enterprise
health and prioritise resources more effectively across the enterprise.

Conclusions
The industrial internet presents a huge
opportunity to the marine industry, with
the potential to create over 20 billion dollars of value annually.
While only a minority of vessels are currently positioned to begin to capture the
industrial internet benefits, that number
will grow significantly, as almost every
newbuild ship is having technology built
in to capture these benefits.
The benefits to marine stakeholders are
significant. Substantial fuel savings, reduction in maintenance and repair costs, and
greater assurance of environmental compliance are the largest drivers.
Organisations need to start thinking
now about how they are going capture
benefit from the industrial internet.
Many marine organisations will need to
bolster their technology and data analysis
capabilities in order to take advantage of
the opportunity. Those that don’t make

these organisational investments risk
being left behind.
The marine industry has the opportunity
to learn from other industries which are further down the ‘industrial internet’ road,
such as commercial aviation and power
generation. Learning from these industry
examples will help marine organisations
mitigate the challenges and minimise costs.
Many companies are already beginning
to invest in ‘data collection’. This is causing
as many challenges as is value creation.
Often, this data, if just collected, is overwhelming and will either paralyse decision
making or simply be ignored. Real-time,
automated analytics on the vessel and on
shore are necessary to transform the raw
data into actionable information that can
be used to make better operational and
maintenance decisions.
Proven technologies that leverage the
established infrastructure of GPS, communications satellites, control systems, and
the internet can use automated analytics to
help make better decisions and be internalised within an organisation to ensure
intellectual property that is developed
with the analytics is protected as a competitive advantage.
Stakeholders must work together to
achieve these benefits. Since the benefits
are often split amongst multiple stakeholders, multiple stakeholders must align on
the business case and come together to
share in the initial investment, as well as
the follow-on savings.
This applies to industry providers,
especially equipment OEMs. Open standards will enable value creation for a variety of players and will be one factor that
contributes to who the market rewards and
who the market penalises.
Non-traditional stakeholders, such as
software companies and technology companies from outside of the marine space,
will introduce new capabilities to marine
customers.
With such significant value creation
possible for a wide variety of stakeholders,
and a different set of capabilities required
to capture that value, some companies will
make sound investments and further differentiate themselves in the marketplace,
while others are at risk of not acting, or
delaying action, and potentially falling
behind their competition.
Each organisation will need to define
how it is going to approach the industrial
internet, what capabilities will be needed,
and how to make the right investment
trade-offs in order to achieve specific
strategic objectives.
The common imperative for all organisations, whether it is a shipowner, operator, manager, shipyard, technology company, or OEM, is to begin addressing this
now and not be left behind as others move
forward.
DS
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Experiences introducing internet on board
Bringing the internet to ships is the next great evolution in vessel communications, beyond voice and e-mail to the
connectivity options we enjoy on shore with social media, instant news from home and a greater facility to share in each
other’s experiences. The process involved can involve a wider range of choices than might initially be expected
– Thomas Dinter, TB Marine shares his experiences of bringing internet on board
n land, in businesses and workplaces from Toronto to Tokyo,
many people spend the vast
majority of their time connected to the
internet. Whether browsing for information, sharing a screen with a faraway colleague on a desktop PC or simply receiving e-mail via the smartphone in your
pocket, modern life has seen connectivity
become the norm.
Except, if you work in the maritime
industry, you will know that this is simply
not the case for your own colleagues on
board ship. Sure, huge strides have been
made in the last decade – IP connectivity
and reducing data costs, the rise of VSAT
and growing competition have all played a
major role in changing the industry – but
still today the norm on ship is the occasional expensive phone call, and access to
e-mail if you’re lucky.
So having internet on board is something of an unexplored phenomenon for
most shipping companies, and those that
do make the leap to a connected ship are
sure to learn some valuable lessons from
the earlier adopters that have already
taken these steps – from the mistakes they
made as well as the successes they had
along the way.
Thomas Dinter, IT manager at TB
Marine, is among those who has recently
begun the introduction of internet on
board his company’s vessels, and has
shared his experiences about the process
involved.
TB Marine is a relatively new shipping
company, founded in 2007 in Germany
and with its first vessel in operation in
December of that year. The company specialises in tankers, and now has 24 ships
ranging from 8,000 to 73,000 dwt.
These vessels, with an average age of
seven years, travel around the world and
all have at least one IP-capable device
installed on board, while some have begun
to introduce full internet surfing for the
crew. However, as Mr Dinter recalls, this
has only been the result of a long and thorough process that has evolved over the last
seven years.
“We started in 2007, and up to 2009 we
just had business e-mail. All we needed for
that was dial-up connections, so we had
Inmarsat-B, Fleet 33 and Fleet 77 at that
time,” he explained.
“For me, when I started in 2007 it was
my first time to be connected with shipping. Before I worked in an office and didn’t have to think about problems with
communicating and satellites.”
“For e-mail, the easiest thing for me was
to ask our airtime provider what they
offered, and they offered me SkyFile. It
was a good program, we had everything
we needed. Business mail was included,
we could switch between different devices,
and it worked and was easy to use.”

O

While this was satisfactory from a business point of view, over time crew demand
for access to e-mail began to grow, so the
company began to explore how it might
fulfil these requests.
“I got in touch with the SkyFile people
to see how to implement this. They told me
‘you just need a second e-mail address,
you can prepare a password then all of the
crew can use it’,” said Mr Dinter.
“I wondered about this, and how each
crew member could get their own account,
and it turned out that they offered scratch
cards and prepaid cards that had their own
e-mail address for each card.”
“This meant that they would go on
board, they would have their scratch card,
open the system, insert everything and
they can send their e-mails. But when their
contract ends they go home, and when
they come back on board they get a new email address. It works, but then you have
to inform every one of the new address –
not so nice.”
TB Marine’s search for new e-mail
options also coincided with its first move
towards IP connectivity on its ships,
fuelled by the launch of a new generation
of Inmarsat terminals.
“From 2010, with FleetBroadband on
the market, we started to think about what
we will do without having to use a dial-up
connection,” said Mr Dinter.
“It will have to be controlled of course,
there has to be a way to control the IP
traffic or to be able to tell the
FleetBroadband when to go online, send
everything, and then go offline. There are
enough stories about the first time people
got FleetBroadband on board and got
some nice invoices. You don’t want to
repeat this.”
“So it was at this time that we changed
from SkyFile to Dualog. We got in touch
with some people, took a look around at
what they can offer, and we learned that
this system was just a simple installation
for one vessel.”
The Dualog system implemented by TB
Marine included crew e-mail services, with
addresses that the crew could take from
ship to ship, as well as various IP control
functions to manage and limit traffic over
the new IP devices.
“For me as an IT guy, another thing they
offered that was more important was central management, so I just have to go to one
program, website or whatever, and there I
can more or less set up everything I need,”
noted Mr Dinter.
“For crew e-mail they get a crew
account, with one e-mail address for each
crew member. That has to be implemented
just once, when the crewmember is on
board he just registers to the system and
then he can use the crew e-mail and the
internet. I can see statistics on what has
happened to get an indication of any prob-

‘There has to be a way to control the IP traffic’ – Thomas Dinter, TB Marine

lems. I don’t want to have one log in for
this vessel, one log in for the next vessel,
that’s a mess from my point of view.”
“Dualog also offer a kind of software
firewall. When we got the FleetBroadband
from our airtime provider they offered us
some kind of box that would handle the IP
traffic, but that would all be out of my control. I’d have no chance to set up that
device or adjust it when there’s something
new that I want to implement. Dualog
showed me one interface where you can do
this, using a software firewall.”

Beyond FleetBroadband
After its positive experiences with the
potential offered by IP connectivity on its
ships, TB Marine began to look for further
options beyond the current set-up, and
contemplated how it might be able to
improve its operations by increasing the
data flow between ship and shore.
“The next step after FleetBroadband is
that we get VSAT on board,” said Mr
Dinter.
“When we thought about this, about
having more IP traffic, we had the option
of getting a bigger bundle for the
FleetBroadband – where we have to spend
more money but it’s still limited by the
package – or we can go to VSAT to spend
more or less equal money but can go
unlimited.”
“We also went to speak with Dualog
about this, we had their e-mail and the firewall, but how would it handle the internet?
If you just plug it in to your network without control they’ll be on the internet as
soon as they can, going to websites you
might not even know exist.”
The result of these conversations was
the decision to begin testing VSAT systems
on board some of the ships, and opening
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them up to proper internet connectivity for
the first time. The flood of traffic that
resulted was an instant illustration of the
pent-up demand among the crew.
“We started in 2011, to try and get internet on board. At the end of that year we
also got four vessels equipped with VSAT,
so from our side there is no discussion any
more about whether we will take
FleetBroadband or VSAT,” said Mr Dinter.
“We took those four, arranged a contract and got them set up, and had these
four vessels for testing. As I said before,
the crew will do everything as soon as they
get the internet, and they had their Wi-Fi
on board so everything was fine for them
to connect their laptops, mobile phones
and everything they had. After one week I
checked what they did, and 80 per cent of
the traffic was to sites that you don’t really want them to visit.”
“So I checked with Dualog what could
be done with this, to get rid of this traffic.
They showed me some ‘white’ and ‘black’
list functionality, but the problem with
these is that you have to do administration
– you have to check the log files and check
the sites. So I knew we needed another
technique to get rid of this traffic.”
Beyond a preference on behalf of the
users to visit some of the internet’s more
colourful sites, the company also faced the
issue of illegal downloads of media content, which Mr Dinter wanted to quickly
eradicate.
“If people are online 24 hours a day
downloading music then the rest of the
people on the ship have no chance as
they’re taking the full bandwidth. I need
some kind of tool to control this on the vessel side, to not let them reach these websites or use programs to pass by the
Dualog system,” he said.
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“They (Dualog) did implement a kind
of content filter, basically just a really big
list, four or five pages full of groups of content. At the moment it’s unsorted so we’re
only allowing common stuff like social
sites, e-mails.”
“To go through the whole list is hard
work, and to tick the different check boxes.
I hope this will get easier, and we’ll have a
better way to manage the firewall.”
Another step taken to eliminate
unwanted behaviour was the introduction
of a data quota system, whereby crews
would be given a certain allowance that
their usage would be drawn from.
“We tell the crew that they can do what
they like, but are limited to 2 GB (per person per month), to make sure they are not
downloading movies, music, videos, whatever we think they shouldn’t be downloading,” said Mr Dinter.
“We shut them out after 2GB, but
though we allow 2GB per person at the
moment, we don’t reach it. I take a look at
our overview, at the type of traffic and
how much traffic is generated by each
crew member, and we’ve seen three crew
members that have reached the 2GB limit.
At the moment they are not claiming they
need more, they just accept it.”
“The average, I would say, is about
500MB per crew member, so we are still far
away from that limit at the moment. Really
it’s just to tell them they can do what they
like but there is a finish point. Maybe later
we can think about limiting them to 500MB,
and if they want more they can pay for it
through the captain and he can extend it.
We have the tool inside Dualog to do this.”
The outcome of the vessel internet project seems to have been overwhelmingly
positive, from the TB Marine management
point of view right through to the seafarers
serving on its ships. Crews have access to
the internet, but the business can keep
tight control over how that access is
allowed to be enjoyed.
“The company requirements were fulfilled, we have the chance to control these
things – we see how often they connect, we
see how much data they send, how much
internet traffic,” said Mr Dinter.
“We can do the complete configuration
on our side, we don’t have to speak with
Dualog to change things. This is great if it’s
just a small thing, we don’t have to call
anyone else or send a message to the captain to say ‘we need to adjust this and that’.
We can do it all in the office through the

Dualog web page, through the configuration combined with the remote control.”
“We can switch it off and on, we can
limit the bandwidth – say we have 20 people on board and our bandwidth is 120
kbps, we can give half of it for the crew
and keep the rest for the captain to send
important e-mails or anything else with
greater priority. Luckily the crew is satisfied with this solution.”
Mr Dinter also notes that, given the proliferation of personal devices with internet
capability among the crews these days, it is
important to keep control of how the network is accessed, to prevent it becoming
overloaded.
“Even with 15 crew, if they have a laptop, a tablet and a mobile phone and all
three devices are connected, this will cost a
lot of bandwidth,” he said.
“So we also added control for this, so if
there are, say, 20 people on board then we
might allow 30 or 35 devices to be connected. We can just set that up ourselves, send
the configuration to the vessels, and it will
be done.”
“We have our policy on board telling
them that it’s free of charge for you, but
limited by us. This works.”
Convinced by the merits and capabilities of the VSAT technology it had installed
on its initial four vessels, TB Marine decided to move forward with plans to introduce the system to its other ships – but this
time taking a more hands-on approach to
installation and set-up.
“After we had these four vessels running for half a year we decided that we
would be able to do more of this ourselves.
So we spoke to Marlink, our provider, to
see what we could do of the work on our
side to make things a bit cheaper,” Mr
Dinter explained.
“They told us that we could put the
antenna here, put the cables through, put
connectors etc. Now we can do almost all
this ourselves and in two days have internet on board.”
“We did it in the yard last year with 9
vessels, when they were in for drydocking
or had some other stop for two or three
days. Now they have internet on board.”

Connectivity benefits
Mr Dinter certainly believes that introducing internet to the company’s ships has created a range of benefits, for the crew with
their 2GB allowance, but also for himself in
his work managing IT.

“On the shore side the benefit is that we
have some statistics to see how much data
is being used. It might be 200MB where
they’re just checking e-mail and doing a
few small things, or it might be 5GB per
month so we know there’s something
strange happening,” he said.
“Before this we would do also everything manually on board, the captain had
to send the planned maintenance updates
to the company, we’d then send them
back, and this always caused problems.
Some input would be missed, or there
would be mistakes in exporting something
– it wasn’t working. So we have been able
to introduce some file exchanges or transfers to handle this.”
“We are using a remote execution system, which means we can just send small
files to the vessel, small programs, and
they will execute on the other side. When
they create data files or other files on the
vessel they can be placed in a specific folder where they will be sent back to the
office. This is used for reporting or for
overviews – or if you just want to grab
some important files. You also get remote
access. There are some different ways you
can do this, with TeamViewer for example,
and we’re really happy with this.”
The decision to use a software based
system like Dualog to manage its connectivity, rather than a ‘black box’ independent piece of hardware, has also been
advantageous in Mr Dinter’s opinion.
“This decision was relatively easy for
me, because I made the decision from my
point of view, as an IT guy. I saw all of
these black boxes and you don’t know
what is inside, and the biggest problem for
me with these boxes is that I cannot control
them,” he said.
“In Dualog, if we implement
TeamViewer to get remote access I just
have to adjust the shore side firewall then
go to a web portal, make a few clicks, and
it’s working. If I have a black box I have to
connect with it, ask support if it’s working,
if it’s not maybe it’s my fault or their fault,
so I have to find the problem – maybe I
didn’t explain the right rule to them or
they didn’t implement it correctly.”
“What we do with Dualog, and the tools
we got from Marlink, is that we can play
around a bit with it ourselves, we can have
a testing vessel, a simulated vessel, and see
what happens if we do it like this or that.
This is more fun as an IT guy, so I want to
do it this way!”

Internet advice
The more concise, summarised version of
Mr Dinter’s experience of introducing
internet on board involves a start of proper planning and examination of a list of
key parameters, as well as the ability to
honestly answer a few questions about
the consequences.
“For us, we were thinking about how
we could get internet without losing
money. You can get the biggest antenna,
the biggest bandwidth and it will do everything you like, but you have to convince,
from my point of view, the fleet manager
to sign the contract to get what you need. I
have to explain to them what is the benefit
of internet – and how can I explain to them
that it can save money, instead of it just
being more expensive?” he said.
“The next thing is how to make the
crew happy. They need to be able to connect with their family, everyone on shore
knows this and uses their computer and
mobile phone to connect to the internet.
When we started in 2007 we only had
Captains’ e-mail, so when they are on
board for three months up to seven
months they wouldn’t have any kind of
communication.”
“After that, for me the next thing was to
provide remote support. Everyone knows
that if the crew on board are claiming that
something is not working there is not very
much that we can do. So my work always
involved sending e-mails, waiting for a
reply, then answering, waiting for the
reply again – this takes a lot of time. So the
remote support was one big thing for me
as an IT guy, to see how I could do much
more of this myself.”
Though it can be hard to gauge the
impact of crew welfare on a shipping company, and whether or not it creates significant benefits, for Mr Dinter the proof of the
success of this project has been apparent
through the reactions of the company’s
seafarers themselves.
“When I’m sitting in front of them
explaining the system, whether they’re
coming back or they’re new, you can see it
in their faces when you tell them that they
are going on this vessel and luckily we
installed internet last week. You see huge
smiles,” he said.
“And then you contrast this with the
ships where you have to say sorry, that one
will have internet next year. This is the
only proof that I have that it’s important
for the crew – but I think it’s enough.” DS

KNS introduces Ka-band antenna
www.kns-kr.com
Korean satellite antenna manufacturer
KNS has introduced a new Ka-band antenna to add to its SuperTrack X series.
Operating at 29.5 ~ 31.0GHz for transmission and 19.7 ~ 21.2GHz for reception,
the Ka-band antenna will be marketed to
both the military and commercial segments. It complements an X-band antenna
in the SuperTrack X series which was
launched last year.
The SuperTrack X10Mk3 Ka-band
antenna has a diameter of 1m. It features
automatic satellite search, skew control,
unlimited Azimuth and a brake system.

There are 3 types of gyro input: NMEA,
Synchro and step by step, and an antenna
control unit. The Motor Drive, RF, control
module and PCU are integrated into one
module, while a web interface allows for
remote software upgrades.
KNS director Noah Chung said: “Our
R&D team has built an antenna with
sturdiness and reliability in mind, for
the harshest of environments. The antenna has been ruggedly engineered to
support the toughest, highest usage
the military require 24/7. No other satellite antenna in the market currently has
this level of functionality and high level
of durability.”
Digital Ship April 2014 page 14

KNS’ new X10Mk3 Ka-band antenna
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Type Approved PMS
Minimal Training Required
Rapid Technical Support Service
No ‘Per Seat’ or any Annual License Fees
Global Customer Base from VLCC’s to Workboats
Complete Package or Single Modular Components available
PMS, Stock, Procurement, Dry Dock, Safety & Document Management Solutions

Visit www.marinesoftware.co.uk
or email info@marinesoftware.co.uk
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Evacuation training by Videotel
http://videotel.com
Videotel has launched a new training
video on passenger mustering and crowd
control.
The UK-based company notes that passenger evacuation has been the focus of
much attention in the maritime industry
since the Costa Concordia disaster off the
Italian island of Giglio in January 2012.
Its new training material, ‘Making the
Difference - Passenger Mustering and
Crowd Control’ highlights the importance
of psychology in effective passenger evacuation. It looks at passenger mustering, in
particular the flow of passengers on stairways, and the care and control of passengers once they are assembled in their designated muster stations.
Available on DVD, online, and via
Videotel On Demand (VOD), it is targeted
at all crew members with a responsibility
for passenger mustering, in particular
Stairway Guides and Muster Station
Personnel.
“Without doubt, Muster Station
Personnel and Stairway Guides are key
players in a maritime incident where passengers are involved,” notes Videotel CEO
Nigel Cleave.
“They are the public face of the emergency and well-trained and drilled personnel enable the Captain and his team to
concentrate on the important task of
resolving the situation at source.”
“One of the key aspects of this programme is the emphasis it places on understanding human behaviour. Individuals
respond to stress in very different ways
and when crowds gather there is always
the potential for disorder if an emergency
should happen. Fear, anger, aggression
are all basic instincts and it is the responsibility of the muster team to understand
how these fundamental reactions come
into play during emergency situations and
how best to deal with them.”
Videotel says that, in response to the
revised STCW Code resulting from recent
events, it has worked with Princess
Cruises to develop the training package.
The material demonstrates the importance of a professional and effective pas-

senger evacuation for cruise ships, RoPax and ferries.
Using role play, actors portray typical
characters found in many crowds. The
video shows what to look out for and
how to muster passengers and manage
crowds safely.
‘Making the Difference - Passenger
Mustering
and
Crowd
Control’
also includes a supporting reference
workbook.
In related news, Videotel has also created a package of training courses for the
LNG sector, developed with experts from
BP Shipping, Shell, Maersk and SIGTTO,
amongst others.
In addition to a Tanker Familiarisation
Distance Learning Course, the portfolio
includes a Liquefied Gas Tanker Safety
Training Course, which provides the
technical knowledge required to serve
on an LNG carrier and to be assigned specific duties relating to cargo or cargo
equipment, as well as an LNG Training
Course, which gives the competency
knowledge required by officers serving
on LNG tankers in accordance with
the Competence Standards developed
by SIGGTO.
Following on from these core programmes, Videotel says it offers a range
of other LNG courses designed to deal
with the very specific requirements of the
LNG industry.
“Twice as many LNG carriers are operating today compared with five years ago,
leading to a growing demand for quality
training in the sector,” said Mr Cleave.
“With an evolving market and constantly developing new technologies even
those familiar with the sector face new
challenges.”
“Most projections are that cargo volumes will almost double by 2020 from
today’s level of around 250m tonnes. This
new landscape will call for a whole new
skills set, and with its extensive experience
of working with industry and regulatory
bodies, Videotel is the best placed to service those needs.”
Courses are delivered via DVD, Videotel
on Demand (VOD), VOD online and
eLearning Computer Based Training (CBT).

Videotel has introduced a new evacuation training package

Apps from LR
www.lr.org
Lloyd’s Register has launched a range of
new apps, including an ISM & ISPS checklist app, a Class Direct app, and an update
to its ILO MLC app.
The applications are free and available
for iOS and Android devices.
The ISM & ISPS checklists, as well as the
MLC app, were developed with the UK
P&I Club to help shipping companies comply with the International Safety
Management (ISM) and International Ship
and Port Security (ISPS) codes, and with
the ILO Maritime Labour Convention.
"After the release of our first smartphone app for the ILO MLC Pocket
Checklist, we received very good constructive comments from the marine industry
which showed that the app was indeed
very helpful, however, there was room for
improvement by making the app more
interactive,” said Captain Jim Barclay, LR’s
Port State Control specialist.
“We have taken on those comments and
this new edition of the ILO MLC app is
enhanced by the improvements requested
by the marine industry.”
"Now, launching another app for
ISM/ISPS, we can provide further support
to benefit both ship- and shore-based personnel in the course of their duties."
Lloyd’s Register explains that the apps
have been designed to help counter the
risk of Port State Control detentions.
"Just as the MLC 2006 convention
aimed to rationalise the complex previous
legislation relating to seafarers, we
thought it made sense to simplify the compliance process as much as possible via the
guidance of a checklist,” said UK Club
Loss Prevention director Karl Lumbers.
"It would be frustrating for our owners
to face detention due to simple teething
problems with documentation or other

The ILO MLC app – one of a range of new
apps from Lloyd’s Register
proofs of compliance.”
“Both these smartphone apps should
empower the master and senior officers to
make their ships compliant, guiding them
through the necessary steps and providing
an immediate note of what has been implemented and what remains outstanding."
The Class Direct app is based on LR’s
web service of the same name, and aims to
allow users to access ship and fleet data
from anywhere in the world.
Users of the Class Direct app are able to
book a survey with LR, monitor and check
the status of their vessels’ surveys, browse
the classification data LR holds for specific
vessels and create a list of their ‘favourite’
vessels for quicker access.
"The new app demonstrates Lloyd’s
Register at our pioneering best," said Jo
Townsend, head of LR Fleet Services.
"It has been completely designed
around the needs of our clients, allowing
them to access their fleet data while on the
move and book surveys with ease."

Pole Star integrates Tidetech weather data
www.polestarglobal.com
www.tidetech.org
Pole Star has integrated Tidetech’s
weather data into its Fleet Management,
SSAS Alert Advanced and Marine Asset
Tracker 2.0 services, the companies
report.
Current and up to 7-day weather forecasts are displayed as graphical overlays.
Data include sea surface temperature,
pressure, wind speed and direction.
“We are pleased to announce that we
have rolled out Tidetech weather to our
commercial marine customers,” said Peter
Davies, chief Technology & Marketing
officer at Pole Star.
“With up to 7-day forecast weather
every six hours, our customers will be able
to monitor forecast sea conditions, plan
departures from port, build a complete situational picture of their fleet and improve

BMT SMART, a provider of vessel and
fleet performance management tools, has
appointed Laura McKelvie as product
manager. The naval architect, who has
been working with BMT for five years, will
Digital Ship April 2014 page 16

their route planning capabilities.”
Tidetech managing director Penny
Haire noted: “Collaborating with Pole Star
is further affirmation of the importance of
met-ocean data in fleet management and
vessel optimisation.”
For Andrew Peters, CEO of Pole Star,
“the strategic partnership with Tidetech
means that we will be able to introduce
met ocean features that will enhance our
already strong value proposition and commitment to our customers.”
Pole Star says that its systems are used
to track nearly 40,000 vessels, more than
half the world’s fleet. Its web-based tracking and SSAS services operate using
IsatData Pro and IsatM2M terminals, the
ship’s Inmarsat-C terminal or other thirdparty hardware such as Transas
ShipGuard, allowing users to track their
fleet in a single system irrespective of the
hardware installed aboard the ship.

take responsibility for products from conception through to delivery.
www.bmt.org
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Choose the Safe Course
Intelsat provides the leading broadband platform.
With ubiquitous C- and Ku-band global coverage, and additional EpicNG high throughput
capacity for the busiest shipping lanes, Intelsat’s consistent, reliable broadband means you get the
throughput you need to manage today’s complex ships, protect their cargoes, and support their
crews without worrying about dead spots and slow connections. Ship captains and ﬂeet managers
can make the right decisions in real time. Your company saves money now – in less cargo spoilage
and fuel expense – and saves money later – in customer and crew retention. As the world’s largest
provider of enterprise-grade broadband solutions and leaders in maritime broadband for the past
decade, our 21st century high performance satellite ﬂeet makes it easier to manage your ﬂeet with
the reliable connectivity you need – when and where you need it.

www.intelsat.com/maritime
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Second OCTOPUS
for Seaway
Heavy Lifting

Crewtoo hits
100,000
www.crewtoo.com

www.amarcon.com
KVH has announced that Crewtoo has
surpassed 100,000 members just 16
months after its launch, making it the
world’s largest social network dedicated
to mariners.
Founded by Headland Media, which
has since been acquired by KVH and
renamed as the KVH Media Group, the
social media site allows seafarers to post
comments and photographs from their
vessels, chat with colleagues on other
ships, take part in seafarer-related polls
and votes, and keep up with maritime
news.
“The shipping industry has never seen
anything on this scale before. It’s particularly satisfying to us that the members
range from captains to able seamen, with
nationalities that span the globe,” said
Mark Woodhead, managing director of
KVH Media Group, which has offices in
Liverpool and Leeds.
KVH Media Group also produces the
maritime industry’s NEWSlink digital
newspapers, which played a key role in
the birth of Crewtoo. NEWSlink is a daily
news and information service customised
for seafarers, with more than 75 publications in 17 languages delivered by e-mail
to vessels around the world.
Starting in late 2011, Crewtoo poll ques-

Crewtoo membership has grown to 100,000 in a year and a half
tions were printed in NEWSlink onboard
newspapers to gauge mariners’ interests
and opinions on various topics. The poll
results and a selection of comments were
printed in subsequent issues of NEWSlink,
and seafarers were offered the option of
signing up individually to receive the
Crewtoo poll questions and answers by email.
Because of the limits of many vessels’
satellite communications systems, those emails had to be less than 3,000 characters
of plain text, so NEWSlink moved to printing a weekly Crewtoo newspaper to contain more members’ comments, opinions,
and jokes. With the desire to find an outlet

for even more comments to be shared, the
Crewtoo online network was born.
KVH reports that, to date, there have
been more than 545,000 unique visitors to
Crewtoo.com. Of the more than 100,000
Crewtoo members, there are 2,365 members who still receive the plain text e-mails
and interact with Crewtoo in that manner.
Crewtoo also has an active presence on
Facebook, with 85,000 followers there.
Crewtoo is also currently developing an
online maritime job board, which is expected to launch next month. “First Crewtoo
grew its audience, and now we plan to
expand services based on what seafarers
say they want,” says Mr Woodhead.
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Dutch offshore contractor Seaway Heavy
Lifting has ordered the OCTOPUSOnboard system from Amarcon, a subsidiary of ABB, for its monohull crane vessel Stanislav Yudin.
This is the second OCTOPUSOnboard installation for Seaway Heavy
Lifting, after the Oleg Strashnov in 2011.
For the Stanislav Yudin, Amarcon will
deliver an OCTOPUS-Onboard installation including motion monitoring & forecasting, which is designed to increase
workability and safety during offshore
installation operations. The motion forecast allows the master to select the heading with the least forecasted roll and pitch
motions.
Part of the system shall be an interface
with the 2,500 tonnes revolving crane.
This enables the master to monitor, view
and store the motions of the crane tip
within the OCTOPUS-Onboard system.
In addition to the onboard decision
support, SHL will have access to OCTOPUS-Online. This way, the onshore operations department is informed about location and status of the vessel, as well as
forecasted and measured motions and
accelerations of the vessel during offshore
installation tasks.
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Study shows vast majority of industry wants
standards for fuel consumption
A large majority in the shipping industry
wants a common standardised methodology to measure fuel consumption, according to research by University College
London’s Energy Institute (UCL-Energy).
The UCL-Energy researchers collated
130 responses obtained last summer from
ship owner-operators, ship owners, management companies and charterers based
mainly in Europe and Asia.
They found that 87 per cent of respondents consider it important to measure
emissions using a standard methodology.
However, only one quarter believe that
any new standard should be mandatory
within IMO regulations.
The study was commissioned by
International Paint, which is part of

AkzoNobel, with preliminary findings
published today.
“The survey responses demonstrate that
there is already significant activity both in
the implementation of fuel measurement
procedures and retrofitting activity, however, there is also a strong need for a common standard measurement methodology
with which assessments of interventions’
fuel savings can be quantified,” note the
authors of the report, Isabelle Rojon and
Tristan Smith.
“The results also highlighted the need
that any measurement methodology be
inclusive of all stakeholders’ measurement
technologies and techniques and can be
applied to assess any retrofit technology
(hydrodynamic devices, machinery, pro-

pellers, fuel and hull coatings).”
Trevor Solomon, business manager at
International Paint, said: “The majority
want a common and transparent vessel
performance standard that covers the full
spectrum of current and impending ecoefficient technologies – an issue currently
being discussed in the ISO working group
developing a clean technology performance standard.”
The report, ‘On the attitudes and opportunities of fuel consumption monitoring
and measurement within the shipping
industry and the identification and validation of energy efficiency and performance
interventions’, can be downloaded at
http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/energy/
news/fuel-consumption-monitoring.

UCL’s study is available online

McMurdo’s Boatracs goes global
www.mcmurdogroup.com
McMurdo Group’s fleet management
software platform is now available
worldwide for partners to integrate into
their existing maritime applications and
solutions. Previously, the software was
only sold in North America under the
brand Boatracs, which is now part of the
McMurdo Group.
The platform provides a range of
vessel tracking, two-way messaging,

asset/document
management
and
Automatic Identification System (AIS) display capabilities.
It can be used by owners and operators
of inland waterway transportation firms,
coastal workboat companies and commercial fishing fleets to run their companies
more efficiently.
“We are pleased to expand our fleet
management software platform to the
maritime industry’s leading international
solution providers, application developers

and technology integrators,” said Irwin
Rodrigues, president, McMurdo Group
MDA (maritime domain awareness)
Solutions.
“To simplify application integration
and development, the software platform
has been architected with a rich set of
APIs, a highly customisable user interface
and extensive configuration options.”
“These partners can now easily enhance
their current fleet management offerings
with additional functionality such as AIS

integration, forms processing and man
overboard alerts to further help their customers streamline operations, manage
assets and save lives.”
McMurdo Group’s fleet management
software platform is a web-based messaging and mapping software platform which
allows the visual management of a fleet
with
two-way
communications.
McMurdo’s portfolio also includes search
and rescue (SAR) and maritime domain
awareness (MDA) solutions.

NAVIGATOR

TM

Smarter ship operations
Reduce paperwork by up to 90%
Ŷ Reduce costly delays, off-hire and
detentions
Ŷ Reduce fees for agents and
publications
Ŷ

Control work and rest hours
Ŷ Efﬁcient ship-to-shore reporting
Ŷ Improve ﬂeet performance
Ŷ Save fuel and operational cost
Ŷ Ensure safety and compliance
Ŷ

Our maritime software is used by 300 shipping companies on over 4000
vessels worldwide. We offer unsurpassed investment security and a local
presence, with 300 DNV GL ofﬁces in more than 100 countries.

Watch the Navigator video at www.dnvgl.com/navigator

SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER
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ShipManager for entire Harren & Partner fleet
www.dnvgl.com
DNV GL has announced that German
shipowner Harren & Partner will implement its ShipManager Analyzer and
ShipManager QHSE software on its entire
fleet of 52 vessels.
ShipManager Analyzer extracts data
from operational systems for tailor-made
decision support. It helps monitor KPIs,

compare costs and performance of sister
vessels, check budget status of a fleet, and
look at cost developments or maintenance
performance over time.
ShipManager QHSE supports documentation, audits, inspections, findings,
incidents, certificates and safety tasks. It is
designed to reduce the administrative burden of industry regulations, such as
ISM/ISPS, SOLAS, TMSA, classification

MV Palanpur – one of the ships set to benefit from the new software roll-out

rules, vetting inspections, or Port State
Control.
The first trial implementation for the
two software systems is expected to be
running in April. DNV GL says that by
mid-year the entire fleet will have
ShipManager Analyzer and ShipManager
QHSE installed. Harren & Partner´s fleet
includes container feeder vessels, bulk
and heavy lift carriers, tankers, multi-purpose carriers and dock ships, ranging from
4,000 to 76,000 dwt.
DNV GL says that the implementation
may be expanded to include additional
modules of its ShipManager portfolio. The
six other modules are: Procurement,
Finance, Hull, Projects, Technical, and
Crewing. “This is an open project, not a
closed one,” said Capt. Jacek Hausler,
director of Quality and Safety at Harren &
Partner Germany.
“With Harren & Partner a very impressive company joins the fast-growing user
community of DNV GL´s ShipManager
platform,” said Torsten Büssow, director
Maritime Software at DNV GL – Software.
“It will help us to maintain our leading
market position within maritime software,
at the same time as we are constantly
developing new and improved solutions
for the future.”

Kongsberg Information Management System on Allure
www.kongsberg.com
Kongsberg Maritime today reported that
Royal Caribbean has installed its new data
management system KIMS (Kongsberg
Information Management System) on
board the Allure of the Seas, the world’s
largest cruise ship.
KIMS features a suite of applications
within a single web portal providing engineers and management with vessel data
which can be used to reduce fuel consumption or improve condition-based
maintenance.
KIMS was installed during an upgrade
to the existing Kongsberg Maritime KChief automation system on board.
Kongsberg says that the new K-Chief on
Allure is one of the most extensive it ever
installed, consisting of 76 Remote Control
Units (RCUs) controlling over 40,000
Input/Output (IO) points.
The new information management system replaces the existing K-Chief History
Station. It will provide data from 21,000
I/O points (up from 14,500) and data storage for 7 years (up from 1 year). Kongsberg
says that this provides Royal Caribbean
with data and statistics with which to
improve vessel operational performance.
The user interface, known as the IMS
Portal, is available on board and on the
Royal Caribbean Cruise Line (RCCL) office
network in Miramar, Florida. KIMS data
can also be accessed on board using tablets
and is displayed on a large screen in the
Engine Control Room.
Dragutin Radobuljac, chief electrical
engineer on Allure of the Seas, said: “The
Information Management System delivered to Allure is obviously a revolutionary

upgrade in data storing and a handling
application that has a significant influence
on our day to day operation. It helps us to
perform our daily duties and continue
with smooth ship operation.”
KIMS provides the ability to review statistical data, condition-based monitoring,
alarms and events, and ship performance
monitoring data.
Condition-Based maintenance provides
a long-term overview of equipment performance and mechanical degradation,
which supports preventative maintenance.
Alarms and Events provide the ability to
review the most commonly repeating
alarms and fix issues with equipment
before they become emergencies.
Hans Ellingsen, manager, Information
Management Systems at Kongsberg
Maritime, said that fuel efficiency was a
key driver behind the installation of KIMS.
“The Chief Engineer requested a report
which would show how much fuel was
being consumed since noon the previous

day,” he said.
“The report includes all the heavy consumers as line items so the data can be
used to help with decisions about which
consumers should be kept running and
consuming power and which may be shut
off. Consequently, the vessel can be operated at a lower fuel cost.”
Kongsberg says that the KIMS solution
on Allure is a triple redundant data access
and storage system with servers located in
three zones – two on board and one in a
hosted cloud service. This configuration
enables RCCL management to access the
vessel’s data without having to use satellite communications, thereby saving on
communication costs.
A malware protection system to filter
out any malicious attacks from the web or
via USB on board is included, whilst an
admin server allows secure remote access
to the vessel from authorised locations
including the Kongsberg Maritime customer support team.

Kongsberg’s Information Management System will be used to improve condition based
maintenance and reduce fuel consumption
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Conquest Offshore
gets Star software
www.mirtac.nl
Dutch provider MirTac has announced that
Conquest Offshore has purchased Star
Information Systems’ (SIS) maintenance,
purchasing and safety management software to assist in managing its operations.
Conquest Offshore is a Dutch joint venture between Concordia Offshore, Van Es
Holding and Zwagerman Offshore
Services for offshore heavy lift activities. It
will implement the SIS software both on
board its vessels and in its offices. The
contract covers the software and all related database and implementation services.
MirTac says that SIS will support
Conquest Offshore with the management
of maintenance planning, inspections,
purchasing and spare parts, document
control, safety and environmental procedures and onboard administration.

DXSTRO buys
DataXtend RE
www.srosolutions.net
DXSTRO, part of the SRO group and sister
company of software provider SRO
Solutions, has announced the acquisition
of the DataXtend RE (DXRE) software system from US-based Progress Software
Corporation.
The DXRE software enables organisations to distribute data from their existing
enterprise databases to remote offices and
mobile workers, where connectivity may
be intermittent or unavailable.
“We are delighted with this acquisition
as it will allow us to continue developing
the solution as well as providing support
for the many existing users of the product,”
said Steve Driver, partner at DXSTRO.
“Major organisations as diverse as the
US Army and Booze Allen Hamilton have
utilised DXRE for many years to deliver
data securely and reliably to remote locations and personnel.”
SRO Solutions has been a DXRE user
since 2005, as it sits at the core of its SRO
Data Replicator (SDR) system which
enables users of IBM’s asset management
solution Maximo to keep data up-to-date
at remote locations.
“SDR has customers all over the world
from Canada to Australia and this acquisition will allow us to continue to enhance
the product as well as develop DXRE to be
used by other applications operating on all
major database platforms such as Oracle,
SQL and DB2,” said Mr Driver.
“We know with the SDR how effective
and reliable DXRE is at replicating data to
out-of-the-way places like oil rigs, ships at
sea and even Antarctica, so by making it
more widely available we will be able to
help organisations ensure that all their
employees have access to the up-to-date
data they need to do their jobs effectively
and remain competitive.”
SRO notes that the SDR is already in
use by shipping companies like Chevron
and Boskalis, automatically replicating all
or part of the companies’ data and making
it accessible across the organisation.
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Linking talent and technology
People in shipping often bemoan the lack of talent coming into the maritime industry and the struggles
they face in attracting and training young people – but, as Paul Gresham, Wallem, argues, the technology
available today should make it easier than ever before to transfer skills to a new generation

P

aul Sellers is not a name that
would readily spring to mind
when discussing the merits, or otherwise, of information technology in the
maritime sector. Or in any other sector for
that matter.
Paul Sellers is a master in the craft of
woodworking, a skill as old as shipping
itself, and noticeably free from the need
for digital equipment in its execution.
Starting in a small joiner’s workshop in the
northwest of England in 1965, Mr Sellers
has spent almost 50 years working with
wood, from canoes to cellos and even up
to larger pieces now gracing the halls of
the White House.
Chief information officer of Wallem
Shipmanagement, Paul Gresham, has
heard of Mr Sellers. And, in his position of
managing IT for one of the world’s biggest
shipping companies, sees this woodworker’s story as a potentially inspirational
example for the maritime industry, as Mr
Sellers is someone who has engaged with
technology in a bid to enhance his decidedly non-technological profession – by
using the internet to share his knowledge
with the entire world.
“This guy is probably quite representative of people in our industry. He’s been
working with wood for 50 years, he did an
apprenticeship at the age of 15, he’s a master of his craft. He knows everything there
is to know about working with wood and
now he’s 65, and he’s sharing some of his
knowledge and experience with people,”
Mr Gresham explained.
“He’s got a YouTube channel and all of
those things, but with his son they’ve built
an online store. A master of 50 years with
an online store, and anyone can search for
his name, find the store, and participate for
$15 a month. You can get this kind of
expertise guiding you through learning for
$15 a month.”
Mr Gresham sees Mr Sellers as a great
example of how technology can be utilised

to improve the exchange of knowledge in
areas that are not necessarily technical
themselves, and notes that is directly relevant to the maritime sector itself, which
has for so long bemoaned the lack of new
talent entering the industry and the difficulty in passing on embedded knowledge
to the next generation.
“What is it we want when we talk about
needing ‘talent’? I would sort of define talent as ‘the skilful application of what we
know for some desired outcome’, I think
when we want talent this, ultimately, is
what we want – people who come forward
and apply what they’ve learnt to a practical endeavour that helps us survive as
businesses,” he said.
“Mr Sellers is an example of talent, perhaps the least technological application of
talent I could find. He’s a master of his
craft, and we obviously have Masters who
are masters of their craft. I think there’s no
coincidence in the language used there,
this language goes back a long time. But
our Masters, along with fleet managers,
superintendents, senior officers, whoever
it is – whenever I talk to people in our
industry, go out to training centres, almost
unanimously I get feedback that talent
today isn’t the same as it was.”
“I hear ‘we can’t get the same people
we used to be able to get’. Even in programming, and I come from a programming background, a lot of people say that
the talent that comes forward is not the
same as it was 20 years ago or 30 years ago.
So, one question I have – is that really true?
I don’t know.”

Knowledge is power
Mr Gresham believes that the technological options available in today’s society create an ideal environment to nurture and
grow talent, where ordinary people have
access to information at an unprecedented
level.
As an example, he contrasts this with

Paul Sellers has used technology to make his extremely non-technological craft
more accessible to others

the learned civilisation of Ancient Greece.
“If we go back just over 2,000 years
there was the group called the
Pythagoreans, and they believed that they
had this mystical capability because they
could explain the world using ratios,
rational numbers. Three into one, five into
one, three into eight – whatever it was they
could explain everything,” said Mr
Gresham.
“But there was a problem with what
they were saying. This guy Hippasus came
along in about 5 BC, and the story goes –
and it is a story, not fact – that when he
came up to his colleagues in that circle they
were in and said ‘hang on, there are certain
numbers that are not rational’, they threw
him off a ship and he drowned.”
“So why do we think that the
Pythagoreans might have known about
rational numbers and kept it a secret? Well,
if you take the simplest Pythagorean triangle where the two sides have a length of
one, then the hypotenuse is an irrational
number (√2). They must have known that
irrational numbers existed. Another thing
is, if you go back and look at all the Greek
architecture, the designs of Greek architecture and a lot of designs of that era all use
what is commonly called ‘the golden ratio’,
which is not a ratio at all – it’s actually
another irrational number.”
As Mr Gresham notes, keeping this
secret and their actual knowledge hidden
from the general populous helped the
Pythagoreans maintain their power and
control over society. In contrast, in modern society that power balance is shifting,
as ordinary people can access global
libraries of information without leaving
their own homes.
“What the Pythagoreans did was
another form of using knowledge to control things, but it’s almost the opposite of
talent, it’s keeping that knowledge a
secret so you keep the power. That’s very
different to our friend Paul Sellers, who
pushes his knowledge out to the world.
He realises that his craft is dying off so he
wants to share that knowledge. Even
though we often tend to think of talent
and technology as something that’s
young, feisty – here is this guy who’s 65
years old and he uses technology to deliver his message,” he said.
“Through the technology we have
today he can reach more people than any
other master of a craft has been able to
reach in the history of mankind. He blogs
regularly, he gets ideas and pushes them
out in a fraction of a second, and then
they’re out in the world for people who
share his interests. We’ve had the power to
broadcast things, we’ve had TV, for years,
but what he does is interactive. He goes on
forums and doesn’t just ask questions but
also gets involved in debates and then goes
and makes videos using his expertise to
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‘Whenever I talk to people in our industry
I get feedback that talent today isn’t the
same as it was’ – Paul Gresham, Wallem
actually prove, one way or another, what
the outcome is.”
“So why don’t we have the talent
today? People are telling me they can’t
find talent – why not? Because surely this
is the greatest time in human history to
actually learn something. We don’t have
the great secrecy going on, the knowledge
is out there.”

Shipping life
One problem that exists in passing on
knowledge and bringing through new talent is the fact that some, or most, of the
knowledge required may not be easily
accessible. The shipping industry itself has
particular issues with having knowledge
embedded in processes and people that
can be difficult to pinpoint.
“I’m new to the industry, I’m only 18
months in shipping and was in a different
industry before, but I’ve spent about
27 years in IT. When I joined Wallem a
lot of people were telling me ‘there are
systems out there, go and buy one’. I had
a bit of a problem with doing that,” said
Mr Gresham.
“You have to look at a company and
what’s happening with its IT, and companies can typically be looked at as a system
of workflows – work flows through a company and some event triggers some information, a request from a customer or a
request from a service, and that involves a
whole series of workflows, and then out
pops an invoice and hopefully some
money comes in.”
“With that backdrop, a lot of the computer systems that we have and a lot of the
legacy systems that we have kind of
embody some of those workflows or portions of the workflows. So we’re kind of tied
to those systems, and in many cases the
skills that we had to do that work went, and
now that knowledge is only in the system.”
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제3회 Digital Ship Korea 2014 전시회/컨퍼런스
조선해양 IT 의 모든 것

2014년 5월 27- 28일 (화- 수), 부산 벡스코, 컨벤션홀 1층
선사, 조선사, 선박/선원관리사 무료 참가
Digital Ship Events 2014 글로벌 스폰서

2011년과 2012년 10월 제 1, 2회 행사의 성공적인 개최에 힘입어 연례행사로 자리잡은 Digital Ship Korea가 2014년 5월 27- 28일

벡스코로 돌아옵니다. • 해양 통신 • E-네비게이션 • 선박관리s/w • 안전 및 트레이닝 솔루션• 스마트쉽 • 그린 테크놀러지 • 에코쉽
• 고연비 친환경 신기술 분야의 세계최고 전문지 Digital Ship 팀은 이번 행사를 통해 해양정보통신 분야의 최신 정보를 교류하고,
최첨단 소프트웨어 소개하는 한편, 국내외 전문가들의 네트워킹 형성 촉진을 통해 국내 해양산업의 발전을 도모하고자 합니다.
Digital Ship Korea 참가형태
일반 참가자
• 선사, 선주, 조선사, 선박/선원
매니지먼트사는 임직원은 무료 참가
• IT, 통신 기자재 및 서비스 제공
업체는 유료 참가
전시/협찬업체
Digital Ship은 조선 해양 IT 분야의
세계 최강의 미디어이자 전문
전시회/컨퍼런스
• 최신 제품 및 서비스를 쇼케이스할
수 있는 기회

• 타 조선해양 트레이드쇼와
차별화된 전문성
• 전시+컨퍼런스+네트워크를 통한
밀접한 교류
주제발표자로 참가
• Digital Ship 컨퍼런스는 선사 및
조선사들의 최신 기술 적용 사례
발표의 장
• 서비스 개발 및 제조 업체들은
고객사인 선사, 조선사들과 공동
발표 가능
• 지난 Digital Ship Korea 2011, 2012
프로그램 보기
www.thedigitalship.com/korea/korea12

Digital Ship Korea 참가 일체 문의: 박영숙 • T : +44 (0)20 7 01 7 3409 • E : young@ thedigitalship. com

Forthcoming events
CYPRUS

9-10 APRIL

GRAND RESORT, LIMASSOL

KOREA

27-28 MAY

BEXCO, BUSAN, SOUTH KOREA

JAPAN

2-3 SEPTEMBER

CAPITAL HOTEL TOKYU, TOKYO, JAPAN

SINGAPORE

21-22 OCTOBER

SUNTEC CONVENTION CENTRE, SINGAPORE

ATHENS

26-27 NOVEMBER

METROPOLITAN HOTEL, ATHENS

To find more about the events contact: Youngsuk Park on T:+44 (0)20 7017 3409, or via E: young@thedigitalship.com
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The systems are way behind that, they just
follow on from it and add value where
they can.”
“Unfortunately in IT a lot of people are
very innovative, so IT tries to push some of
this stuff on the business. The experts
might think ‘that sounds good, but it doesn’t quite sound right’, so it doesn’t get that
traction. But at Wallem we now have a senior management team that is driving this
through. That’s pretty exciting.”

Crisis of trust

Modern technology has meant that the new generation joining the shipping industry
will be able to access knowledge at a level never before seen
This issue also extends out to the ship,
where Mr Gresham sees an unfortunate
abundance of work built around the
processes in place rather than focusing on
the result that needs to be achieved.
“I hear about all these new technologies and integrated platforms and things
like that, and it all sounds great – but
what actually happens on board a ship?”
he said.
“The ballpark estimate I have, though
this is not hard fact, is that half of the
admin work that goes on is within controlled systems. There’s another half of
that admin work that goes on which is also
thanks to our technology.”
“I would suggest that the technology
we’ve got, the e-mail systems we’ve got,
the fact that we’ve got Microsoft Office
on board with Excel and all the rest of it
– we just lob spreadsheets over the fence
to these guys. We’re got MARPOL regulations that talk about rest hours, so what
do we do? We create a spreadsheet, throw
it over the fence, and ask the guys to do
even more admin work to tell us that
they’re getting enough rest. There’s
something not right in what we’re doing
with the technology.”
In Mr Gresham’s view, to successfully
introduce a new system into a company (a
computer system not a system of workflows) there are only two choices available.
“We’ve either got to really understand
what we are doing and how we are doing
it, and then spend a lot of time configuring the system to do things how we
want, or we’ve got to accept the fact that
that system brings with it a bunch of
workflows, and understand our organisation enough to adopt those workflows,”
he explained.
“You don’t just plug in a system and it
works like magic – you’ve got to get the
people engaged. They get engaged at the
level of the work they are doing and the
impact that that system is going to have on
it. Going out and buying a system, for me

in any case, would mean understanding
how the company works. And that
requires expertise.”
On board internet connectivity is something else that Mr Gresham has been less
than impressed about since joining the maritime industry, and he believes that seafarer
access needs to improve given the new technologies that are coming available.
“Internet connectivity on board is
falling in price. The world of satellites is
amazing at the moment, I’ve seen these little packets you can buy for about $5,000
which basically contains a satellite without
any ‘guts’ in it. So you build your own guts
for it and for $30,000 per kilogram you can
actually put your own satellite into space,”
he said.
“There’s got to be a revolution in this
space, there are things happening which
are just amazing. You’ve got to prepare
for that.”
“On board we’ve got this infrastructure
available to us, for the most part. Either we
have direct internet connectivity or we’ve
at least got e-mail, certainly at all the vessels at Wallem we’ve at least got e-mail.
It’s a question of price, it’s not a question
of technology.”
Mr Gresham points to the United
Nations Special Rapporteur mentioning
that access to the body of human knowledge on the internet should not be unreasonably restricted as a further nudge in the
direction of full connectivity for seafarers
at sea.
“If we put that as a backdrop against the
question of letting seafarers have internet,
it kind of puts it into perspective. I’m an IT
guy, I’ve grown up in this world, so I think
everyone should have full access to the
internet, wherever they are. If we can do it,
then they should have it,” he said.
“There’s another thing that comes up
that annoys me, this question that if we put
it in seafarers’ cabins they’ll be on the
internet all the time and won’t do any
work. This, to me, sounds like another

argument that managers come up with
saying ‘you can’t let them do things on
their own, if you’re not beating them with
a stick they’ll stop working’. It’s rubbish.”
“They have to have full access, this is an
information age and if you want talent to
go on board your vessels you’ve got to give
them access.”
In that regard, one of Wallem’s current
initiatives is to add on board access to the
company corporate network to all of its
ships, to try and create something
approaching a single company identity
that includes the seafarers. This will
involve the installation of a small $400
industrial PC ‘black box’, about the size of
an egg carton for a half dozen eggs, on
board the company’s vessels.
“We’ll be running web servers on them,
I want every seafarer in Wallem to be able
to go to intranet.wallem.com and connect
to this webserver and have full access to
the Wallem intranet,” said Mr Gresham.
“They’ll have access to information and
be part of the corporation as we are,
they’re not some disconnected entity floating around on the seas.”
“There are no technical reasons, there
are no real cost reasons to be honest if you
think about how much this stuff costs, that
prevent us from putting technology on
board and engaging the talent that we
have on board.”
This project is just one part of what Mr
Gresham describes as an ambitious ‘journey’ the company is undertaking, to better
understand how it operates.
“We need to socialise that information
around the organisation,” he said.
“By getting down the workflows and
the processes we have today, socialising
that to the people that matter, going out
into the organisation and finding interested and curious people and the ones that
are willing to come up with ideas on how
to change it, we can not only just come up
with better workflows but find that organisation DNA that changes what we do.
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While the current lifestyle available on
board ship may be hindering the recruitment of talent into the industry, Mr
Gresham also points to a crisis of trust
among the younger generation when it
comes to following figures of authority in
the current environment.
NSA spying revelations, forced website
closures and the heavy punishment of
hacking and computer crime – where Mr
Gresham points to the 2011 arrest of Aaron
Swartz and his subsequent suicide as a
poignant example – have helped to alter
the mind-set of a new generation in the
workforce and foster a certain level of distrust in authoritative hierarchy.
“We’re in a crisis of trust, if you are
going out as an authoritative figure and
you’re trying to get talent on board. I actually think we have a management issue,
people don’t want to come and do these
jobs, these youngsters don’t want to come
and do these jobs,” said Mr Gresham.
“They’re certainly out there, I know
they’re out there because I talk to them a
lot, but we’re not getting them in to our
organisations, there’s some problem.”
“I started off as a programmer, then I
started building teams and this is where
my concern about talent comes in, and
now I try to help managers build their
teams, that’s what my job comes down to.
Regaining that trust is a very difficult
thing. So there are a lot of obstacles there.”
Mr Gresham believes that the demands
of the information age are requiring a
change in the style of management traditionally employed in this, and other
industries. He points to the work of
William Edwards Deming, a management
guru from the 50s and 60s, to emphasise
the point.
“He worked on breaking away from
‘command and control’, something which
we still have in our industry, especially on
ships,” said Mr Gresham.
“Deming says that 94 per cent of failures are due to the system, and 6 per cent
are due to the worker. When I hear this
talk that ‘the talent’s not there’, surely 94
per cent of that has got to be in the system? Somehow we in the industry are
creating that.”
Mr Deming did a considerable amount
of work in Japan during his career, and his
philosophies were particularly instrumental in the success of the automotive industry in the country, with companies like
Toyota and Honda and Yamaha profiting
from their application.
“They’ve adopted these management
practices, but interestingly they were
worried about losing talent. So when
they developed the systems that they
developed they also went hand in hand
with ways to retain the knowledge that
they had,” said Mr Gresham.
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“They recognised that the computer or
workflow or process couldn’t replace the
human experience of talented people. So
they applied human skills where necessary
and automation and other things where
needed for quality or to speed things up.”
Of course, Mr Gresham notes, there is a
distinct difference between the large scale
manufacturing industries building cars in
Japan and the service industry that shipping entails, however the lessons learned
in the manufacturing field are now starting to be applied to some degree in the
service sector.
“We’re in a service industry, and we
don’t set up factories with tooling to stamp
out hundreds or thousands or millions of
the same thing. Every service is different,”
he said.
“To take these management ideas from
manufacturing, which has a lot to do with
lean production and so on, doesn’t quite
work in service. So now we’re starting to
see lean service, if we look at the
Amazons, the Facebooks, the Yahoos and
the Googles, all of these guys obviously
have something.”
“They have programmes where they
care a lot about the talent, and programmes where they care a lot about the
workflows and the process and then the
technology that’s going to deliver that.”

Management for maritime
Mr Gresham believes that it is important to
learn from these new tech companies and
build businesses that fit the types of people
we want to be employing, with processes

and systems that will make the most of
their talents, to eventually replace the
older generation currently in place.
“We know that the service industry is
behind the curve in terms of modern management thinking, we know we’re struggling to get talent in. The service industry
has tried to automate with workflows
embodied in systems and we’ve lost a lot
of talent,” he said.
“As I look across our industry in particular, we’ve got a lot of people that are quite
old and retiring, and people are voicing
their concerns about leaving their legacy
behind because there is no one that can
take over from them. We’ve got a lot of
people that come into the industry, a lot of
people who are not so senior, but that bit in
the middle – we don’t seem to be able to
get our talent to come through.”
“New talent coming on board is a problem, but one I think we can address, but
what do we do with that 10 to 20 year gap
we have in the middle? The airline industry is exactly the same, there are not going
to be enough experienced pilots to meet
the demands of the airline industry.
Frankly, I think we’ve taken short term
gains in place of long term planning.”
So what can be done to change this? Mr
Gresham believes that modern management thinking should be applied to try and
embody a lot of the required knowledge
into the actual system and workflows, taking advantage of the technology available
to bring new talent up to speed as quickly
as possible.
“For me, that is the link between talent

and technology. Bringing a programmer in
that can do technology, sure that’s one
link, but he’s more of a craftsman, a service
provider,” he said.
“The real link between talent and technology is like when I get in a taxi and the
driver’s not sure where I’m going, I open
up Google Maps and I can check what the
taxi driver is doing. He’s the expert, he’s
got the knowledge so he holds the power
over me because I don’t have the knowledge – but at the click of a button I’ve got
probably more knowledge than him
because he didn’t check the map.”
“This is where we are. Though if you’ve
got a young upstart on a ship that goes up
to any Master today and says ‘hey, you’re
not right’ – he might end up like Hippasus
in the drink.”
Mr Gresham suggests that wider use of
technology in maritime, and improved
connectivity, will form the cornerstones of
any attempts to maximise the talent available to the maritime industry in the coming years.
“Technology should be used to free up
the expertise, then the experts can contribute back to our companies. That’s what
we pay them for, and that’s what they’re
being prevented from doing right now. A
lot of that is being prevented by the technology that we have now,” he said.
“Access to the internet should be unrestricted. When our experts have access to
that body of knowledge they become better experts, and contribute back to us.
Though unfortunately that is very hard
to measure.”

I can see
CLEARLY
now!
With AWT’s latest BVS onboard
weather system, ship’s masters
Fan now bene¿t Irom hiJh
resolution weather data.
www.awtworldwide.com
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“The information age is going to
require a different set of soft skills, and
from what I can see in the maritime industry at large those soft skills are quite lacking. There’s a lot of technical expertise,
but we need to start valuing their soft
skills as managers as well as their technical skills.”
Mr Gresham believes that embracing
these changes and challenges, and adopting the latest technologies to help organisations run in a modern way, will go a long
way towards improving the maritime
talent gap.
“If we can do this, if we can bring about
this change and get the management in
place with a good understanding of what
we need to execute as a business, and then
bring young people in and say ‘these are
the things you need to do, these are the
tools you do it with, and here’s a guy who
knows what he’s doing - go’ – suddenly
their life becomes much more rewarding,”
he said.
“They can go out there and make a
difference. A lot of young people want
this challenge.”
“Even the most non-technological
endeavours can benefit from technology.
I’m not saying that we need any marvellous, miraculous technology to make
things better for us, we need to leverage
what we’ve got. As IT we have to work
closely with fleet personnel, there’s a lot
that can be done, we have a lot of good
teachers and some really good facilities.
People, process, technology – in that order
– that’s the way we need to think.”
DS
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Information management and safety in shipping
The onset of broadband communications in shipping has rapidly increased the potential for ‘information overload’ for
today’s seafarers, with communications from shore placing ever greater administrative burdens on shipboard staff –
the implications of this trend are cause for concern, writes Capt Ajay Tripathi, MMS Co. Ltd., Japan

T

he last few decades have been dramatic in the shipping industry
worldwide, which has seen major
rapid changes due to a range of technological developments.
This has brought about a paradigm shift
in the way navigators fix positions or use
navigational charts. The GPS has replaced
the sextant and, more recently, ECDIS has
made paper charts almost redundant.
However, the biggest change has come
through the application of Information and
Communication Technology.
The only factors that have remained
unchanged in the modern environment are
the human resources on ships, and ashore
managing these ships. In fact, the
Minimum Safe Manning Certificate has
not seen changes for decades despite the
fact that the actual number of seafarers on
board has reduced over the years.
The introduction of broadband technologies (through Inmarsat or VSAT) in
shipping has brought a revolution in shipshore communication.
Whilst this has brought the seafarers
closer to their families and made shipboard activities more accessible to shore
management, it has also led the volume of
information and data exchange between
shore and ship to increase manyfold.
Whether that translates into more efficient management of vessels is a million
dollar question today.
A recent study shows that 90 per cent of
data accumulated in the past 12 years was
generated during the last 2 years alone. To
put it more simply, the data created globally in the last 12 months would fill 57 billion iPads!1 What could happen in next
few years is beyond imagination….
How much information is enough for
the Master and ship staff? Does this revolution in IT require more information to be
relayed to the Master and ship staff to

ensure safe ship operation? The situation
in ship management offices is no better,
where huge amount of data is being both
generated and received from all directions.
Another study shows that the average
data volume for VSAT equipped vessels is
around 40 gigabytes per month – however,
this average figure has increased by 50 per
cent in the last 12 months.
So we are seeing in the region of half a
terabyte of data per ship per year2 for a
smaller number of seafarers on board than
there were three decades ago. It is anybody’s guess as to how much further this
will grow in the future!
With an ever-increasing list of new regulations, such as SEEMP, VOCMP, VGP
etc, more and more and more record keeping and reporting is required. There
appears to be little control over new
emerging requirements, and consequently
little control over the volume of new data
that needs to be processed.
A recently conducted survey by the
Danish Maritime Authority3 shows that
seafarers use no less than one-fifth of their
working day on dealing with what they
consider to be administrative burdens.
Hence, it’s time to analyse that how much
of an increase in the volume of information
is enough for safe ship operation, and how
to manage it.
I would like to summarise some of the
challenges imposed by continuously
advancing IT technology in shipping
today, and propose some possible solutions for the future.

Standardisation of records
and info exchange
Every owner, charterer, sub charterer, voyage charterer, oil major, IMO etc has their
own formats for the receipt of information
– for example, even for Noon Reporting
alone there are widespread differences and

A single database of ship information could be accessed by relevant stakeholders
to reduce administrative burdens

Results from the DMA Summary Report on Administrative Burdens in the Maritime Sector

Masters on many ships are now sending as
many as six Noon Reports every day!
Essential record keeping and reporting,
such as for Accident, Illness & Injury reporting, Incident Investigation, KPI reporting
etc, is no different, with each company (and
charterers) having their own format.
At times when a Master or other ship
staff are required to change ships, they
have to adapt themselves to new formats,
and thus waste valuable time and lose
focus on the important operational tasks
on the ships.
A study of the airline industry showed
that about USD$150,000 was spent in
familiarisation every time a pilot had to
handle a different aircraft. I wish there was
some data available as to how much time,
energy, and resources was spent every
time a senior officer changed ships, in just
handling and understanding the different
formats and structures alone – not to mention the different instruments / machinery
being handled.
There is an urgent need in the shipping
industry to create a common standard for
the format and structure of regular reports
/ records and log books, so that the Master
and ship staff can focus on their job from
the time they join the ship, rather than
wasting time in understanding new
reports and documentation.
While talking about standardisation in
Information Management it is also important to consider ECDIS, which is soon
going to be the primary means of navigation on all ships.
As an industry, don’t we think that
structure and control of this most important piece of navigational equipment
should have common standards too?
ECDIS manufacturers, under the guidance
of IMO, need to come to a common consensus in good time.
Other stakeholders in the maritime
industry also need to play a role in this
process. For example, each Port requires a
range of Certificates and information, with
attachments, every time a ship calls at the
port – even when re-visiting the port within a week!
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Imagine a ship calling at Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand … this
time can be utilised for more important
tasks.
In addition, why do we need each and
every circular from a Flag State to be on
board a ship? Why can’t they be filtered by
Flag State so the minimum number
required are designated as necessary for
the vessels in question?
Ideally we should work with one
Questionnaire which can provide all of
the information about the ship which is
required by charterers, terminals and
traders etc. The onus of keeping that
information updated at a common accessible location would then rest with the
ship operator.
Most shore staff and companies struggle to extract valuable data from the huge
amount of traffic being generated, wasting
valuable time and resources. Compiling
the Officer Matrix, extracting ship
Certificates, compiling vital ship information, confirming survey status for external
parties – these are just some examples of
the different formats the data must be
transferred to.
Why can’t a ship’s information be available on an open platform, with a click of a
mouse and where there are no secrets?
Several public / private platforms outside
of the ship owner/ manager itself – starting with Classification Societies, Lloyd’s
Fairplay, PSC MOUs, AMSA, USCG, Q88,
Right Ships, the Flag State – hold each and
every piece of information available about
a ship since her keel was laid.
I believe we should let the responsibility of keeping the database up to date rest
with ship owners and other stakeholders,
and let the Master be exempted from such
tasks, at the very least.

Using data
In these changing times, when commercial
shipping practices are being examined
through a microscope, we also need a proactive approach in ship management ashore.
There is little tolerance for breakdowns
and accidents due to ever mounting com-
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Information should be quickly and easily presented to the company’s shore
representatives, and in a way that aids decision making
mercial commitments. But with the current
tools available in Information Technology,
systems should be in place which can
detect and predict problems before they
occur, and suggest countermeasures to
reduce such risks.

Data collection, in the modern world,
should be such that it can allow us to
make direct projections of the ship's
future performance based on current circumstances, and what the results might
be – for instance, highlighting potential

causes of incidents, types and causes of
breakdowns, etc.
Real time monitoring of vessels can provide a running update on lapses or
improvements in key success factors such
as Training, Management, Resources,
Infrastructure, and Procedures.
It’s time that ship managers/ owners
started building web based, or similar,
database applications that can assist in
handling, processing, analysing and monitoring this data. Extracting information
through our computer applications should
be simplified, there is a need to make these
applications more efficient, with a focus on
minimising the administrative burden on
the seafarer.
This process should not only provide
for the quick extraction of information but
should also provide projections of the performance of the ship and company in specified areas on a continuous basis, weeding
out unnecessary information and reducing
the non-productive workload imposed on
the seafarers.
At the same time, the ship manager
should also be able to benchmark the performance of their ship or fleet internally, as

About the author
Captain Ajay Tripathi is executive officer and general manager, system group, for MMS Co. Ltd., Japan, and is also an executive committee member of InterManager, the international trade association
for the shipmanagement industry. He is based in Singapore.
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Warsash to introduce learning App
www.warsashacademy.co.uk
Warsash Maritime Academy, part of
Southampton Solent University, is to introduce a new mobile learning App, designed
and developed by CM Group, to provide
students and staff with mobile and online
access to learning content and Academy
communications.
The App will initially be available for
iPad, with an Android App to follow soon
afterwards.
“The launch of (a previous) mobile learning App within the Superyacht Academy
was very successful and the feedback we
received from our students was extremely
positive," said Lars Lippuner, business
development manager at Warsash.

"It convinced us that the solution was
right for wider deployment and so we
decided to expand the scope of our mobile
offering by deploying a similar system to
the students and staff at the Maritime
Academy, so that they will also be able to
see the benefits that mobile learning will
bring to their learning programme."
Developers CM Group say that the new
mobile learning App deployment should
enable the Maritime Academy to reduce
both the time and costs involved in producing, updating and distributing paperbased course material to its students.
The students will also have access to
their learning content via the App whilst
offline, removing the need to carry large
and heavy course material whilst travelling.

well as externally, on all available platforms – an essential ingredient for continual improvement.
Each piece of information / report being
received from the ship should also provide
for automated performance status updates
and projections of future performance as
soon as it reaches the office. This will help
operators to quickly examine what is happening on board and allow them to focus
on improving areas of operation that
require their attention.
With the current revolution in IT, with
an increasing volume of communication
between ship and shore, day by day,
while the human resources handling this
data flow remains the same, there is an
urgent need to ensure that this information is being converted into the required
end output – knowledge – both on the
ship and on shore.
More importantly, the time saved on
board and ashore by optimising the information exchange can be used to take
immediate and long term actions in the
most critical of areas – improving the safety and commercial performance of the ship
and the company.
DS

HydroComp NavCad adds
drag reduction analysis
http://hydrocompinc.com
HydroComp has announced that it
has added a drag reduction analysis tool
to its NavCad reduction and propulsion
software.
The US-based developer says that
these improvements have been made to
meet the growing emphasis on fuel consumption and efficiency among naval
architects and marine engineers continually looking to reduce drag using optimised hull forms.
NavCad’s new Drag Reduction tool
provides quantitative metrics for evaluating how a change in hull parameters can
be implemented to reduce drag.
HydroComp says that this analysis can be
applied to any NavCad project and, once
the initial hull parameters have been
entered, the predicted resistance can be
calculated using one of 36 resistance methods. This resistance curve is known as the
‘basis’ resistance.

eLearning apps are being developed for Warsash Maritime Academy by CM Group
Digital Ship April 2014 page 27

The drag reduction analysis will investigate the influence of a change in a given
hull parameter (e.g. length, beam, displacement) on the resistance basis. The
hull parameters are then organised by
influence, with the most significant ones
at the top of the table.
HydroComp notes that a beneficial
change at a higher speed may actually be
detrimental at lower speeds, so the drag
reduction analysis of the software therefore also allows the user to enter primary
and secondary operating profiles using
speed and time at speed.
Since resistance at top speed can be
substantially more than at lower speeds, it
should have greater significance in the
analysis, says HydroComp. Its tool
includes a ‘total energy’ weighted influence, which is calculated based on the primary and secondary operating profiles.
This is designed to evaluate the effect of a
hull parameter on the overall energy consumption of the vessel.

NavCad focuses on fuel consumption and efficiency
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Martek launches network-connected ECDIS
www.martek-marine.com
Maritime electronics manufacturer Martek
Marine has launched its iECDIS system,
integrating a GSM modem to offer automatic download and installation of charts,
updates and notices to mariners.
The GSM modem uses mobile signals
to keep the iECDIS up to date anywhere
with cellular network coverage, and can
also be used to download piracy warnings
and weather forecasts which can be
instantly overlaid on the chart display
itself.
iECDIS is available for lease as well as
outright purchase, which Martek says
allows the purchaser the option to try
before buying.
The company suggests that the upfront cost saving from leasing can then be
transferred to system integration, crew
training and chart licensing, and will also
mean that vessels will always have the
most advanced system on the market.
“We’ve created a market-leading solution which combines cutting edge technology with a very lucrative commercial
proposition and a system which mariners
will want to use and ship managers will
find easy to adopt,” said Bentley StraffordStephenson, ECDIS product specialist at
Martek Marine.

“It’s a rugged piece of military spec
hardware, powered by time-tested, trusted Jeppesen software, with features such
as weather, radar, piracy and ice-chart
overlays and route planning; it’ll have
freely updatable charts and software
updates which will only take minutes to
upload.”
“We’re offering iECDIS on a leased or
purchased option with flexible licensing
solutions. We’re developing comprehen-

sive user training packages and, quite simply, it’s better than anything else on the
market.”
These training and licensing packages
include the company's iTrain and iChart
products, while Martek will also offer a
maintenance plan called iServ which will
feature free hardware upgrades through
hot-swapping of hardware, to reduce
downtime for ships from inoperable
equipment.

The iECDIS has a built in GSM connection for the transfer of data

Regs4ships adds
Australia to DMR
www.regs4ships.com
Regs4ships reports that it has added an
18th flag to its Digital Maritime
Regulations (DMR) product, with
Australian documentation now available.
DMR is a digital system, available as an
online database or on DVD, aimed at
allowing users to keep up to date with regulations and other relevant nautical publications.
The company says it is now able to
offer an Australian regulations product as
part of the service that contains all relevant flag state documentation along with
digital copies of SOLAS, MARPOL and
STCW, ILO Conventions and EU legislation.
This new addition will enable customers to have access to Australian
Maritime Acts, Legislative Instruments,
Marine Orders, Marine Notices, Forms,
Guidance Notices and Fact Sheets, and
will also offer an option to subscribe to
additional IMO and International
Regulatory Guidance, Codes and
Conventions including the IMDG Code.
Regs4ships says that its DMR product
is recognised by flag states and the IMO as
being digitally equivalent for the carriage
of nautical publication requirements.

L-3 SAM Electronics to supply pipelaying Montenegro ENC capacity expanded
and construction vessel
www.sam-electronics.de
L-3 SAM Electronics has been awarded a
contract to provide integrated navigation,
automation and communications for an offshore construction and pipelaying vessel to
be delivered this coming October to Ceona.
The deal also covers electrical packages
as well as energy distribution and propulsion systems.
The 199m vessel Amazon is due to enter
service in January 2015 for Ceona, a
London-based subsea contracting organisation. The turnkey supply work, which also
includes all cabling installation, is to be carried out under contract by the vessel’s principal outfitter, Lloyd Werft Bremerhaven.
L-3’s vessel control system consists of a
NACOS Platinum integrated navigation
system, featuring standardised workstations with multipurpose displays, and an
MCS Platinum automated monitoring and
control system capable of processing

approximately 4,500 input and output signals controlled by 10 processing stations.
Supplementary support facilities comprise a range of internal communications
systems as well as a comprehensive range
of GMDSS equipment.
“Following the successful recent completion of similar installations, the highly
complex project for the Ceona Amazon
represents a major undertaking that we
are well-positioned to accomplish,” said
Ulrich Weinreuter, president of L-3
Marine Systems International.
“This latest award demonstrates L-3’s
continuing presence as a leading supplier
of a wide range of specialized systems and
expertise in support of the global offshore
shipping and platform industries.”
Headquartered in Hamburg, Germany,
L-3 SAM Electronics operates as a part
of L-3 Marine Systems International and
is a subsidiary of L-3 Communications
Corporation.

www.sevencs.com
www.primar.org
PRIMAR, the Norwegian Hydrographic
Service and SevenCs are to work together
with the Institute of Hydrometeorology
and Seismology Montenegro (IHMS) on
electronic chart capacity building for
Montenegro, following a RENC agreement in late 2013.
In November of last year IHMS signed
a RENC (Regional Electronic Navigational
Chart Coordinating Centre) agreement
with PRIMAR, which notes that, despite
having a motivated team, paper charts
and some recent surveys, IHMS was lacking a production environment and
detailed knowledge in ENC production.
Following the deal, PRIMAR provided
its latest member with a full ENC production environment as well as offering

UK-based

marine

training

firm

ECDIS Ltd has stated that it wants to
open an office in Singapore. Managing
director Mark Broster and non-executive
director Nick Lambert had several meetings planned during their visit to
Singapore in March to discuss plans for
the office which they hope to open later
this year.

The newbuild vessel will feature a wide range of SAM systems

Ocean Signal, whose portfolio
includes GMDSS and PLB products, has
appointed AIS specialist True Heading
Nederland as its new distributor for the
Netherlands.
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training, funded by the Norwegian
Hydrographic Service.
Utilising a capacity building program
from SevenCs, the setup of IHMS production environment and staff training was
completed in less than three months, the
companies report.
IHMS has now begun work to fulfil its
obligation to produce ENCs for its territorial waters and close coverage gaps, something particularly important as the
mandatory ECDIS implementation schedule proceeds.
"I am very happy about our new
RENC member Montenegro," said
Hans Christoffer Lauritzen, director of
PRIMAR.
"Together with SevenCs we have created a best practice example and I hope that
we can repeat this with other nations
becoming a member of PRIMAR."

Transas Group has announced the
appointment of Andrey Belentiev as director of its Marine Business Unit. Mr
Belentiev was former managing director of
Transas (JSC), a Russian marine business
entity, where he has been succeeded by
Alexander Sokolov. Ralf Lehnert, managing director, Transas Marine International,
will continue running the international
part of the Transas marine business.
www.ecdis.org
www.oceansignal.com
www.trueheading.se
www.transas.com
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Fast, intuitive route planning and navigation monitoring
•
•
•

FMD-3200 [19" LCD]

FURUNO provides thoroughgoing ECDIS training:
FURUNO's ECDIS training programs consist of:
X Generic ECDIS training in accordance with IMO ECDIS
Model Course 1.27. Presently, the generic ECDIS training
is only available at INSTC Denmark.
X FURUNO type specific ECDIS training. The FURUNO
type specific ECDIS training is available at INSTC
Denmark, INSTC Singapore and through the NavSkills
network of training centers:

FURUNO Deutschland (Germany), Thesi Consulting
(Italy), GMC Maritime Training Center (Greece), Ocean
Training Center (Turkey), RHME/Imtech Marine (UAE),
Odessa Maritime Training Center (Ukraine), A.S.
Moloobhoy & Sons (India), FURUNO Shanghai (China),
COMPASS Training Center (Philippines) and VERITAS
Maritime Training Center (Philippines)
Please contact INSTC Denmark at:
instc-denmark@furuno.com for further details

FMD-3300 [23.1" LCD]

X Multifunction display capability, featuring
ECDIS, Conning Information Display, Radar/
Chart Radar and Alert Management
X
Instant chart redraw delivered by FURUNO's
advanced chart drawing engine, making
redraw latency a thing of the past
X
Task based operation making the ECDIS
operation simple and intuitive
X
Fast, precise route planning, monitoring and
navigation data management

FURUNO ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
9-52 Ashihara-cho, Nishinomiya, 662-8580, Japan
Phone: +81 (0) 798 65-2111 • fax: +81 (0) 798 65-4200, 66-4622

www.furuno.com
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UKHO launches ADMIRALTY e-Nautical Publications
www.admiralty.co.uk
The United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office (UKHO) has launched a number of
its Nautical Publications (NP) as e-books,
to allow bridge crews to add Notices to
Mariners (NM) updates faster, and give
them easier access to information.
Displayed using the UKHO-developed
ADMIRALTY e-Reader, the software is
supplied as part of its Nautical
Publications service at no extra cost.
UKHO notes that e-NPs provide the
same level of compliance as traditional
ADMIRALTY paper-based Nautical
Publications and have been approved by
Flag States of the majority of ships trading
internationally, including the MCA.
Bridge crews can add weekly NMs next
to each relevant e-NP page in a few seconds, says the UKHO. ADMIRALTY eNPs can also aid inspections by allowing
the mariner to clearly show when a publication was last updated.
ADMIRALTY e-NPs can be used on up
to three PCs on board per licence. They
comprise of:

 ADMIRALTY Sailing Directions often known as ‘Pilots’, they provide
extra information during port entry
and coastal navigation.
 The Mariners Handbook (NP100) the guide for the professional mariner,
containing maritime information
on seamanship and key aspects of
navigation.
 The Nautical Almanac (NP314) for routine and emergency astronavigation, and the daily calculation of
daylight hours and mandatory gyrocompass checks.
“Our e-NPs preserve the essential information and familiar look of their paper
equivalents, but offer all the benefits of ebooks, including faster updates and
greater ease-of-use for bridge crews,” said
Josephine Washington, product manager Publications at the UKHO.
“The launch of ADMIRALTY eNautical Publications is a natural step,
given the popularity of these publications
as essential reference guides to support
safe navigation, the increasing use of electronic navigation tools and that the major-

ity of Flag States have now approved the
use of electronic publications as SOLAS
carriage-compliant.”
Azerbaijan, Estonia and Qatar have all
recently confirmed their approval for the
use of digital nautical publications to satisfy SOLAS (Safety of Life at Sea) carriage
requirements, bringing the total number
of Flag States to do so to 76, representing
78 per cent of the world's vessels over
2,000 gross tonnes in size.
The more than 400 vessels flagged by
Azerbaijan, Estonia and Qatar are now
permitted to carry ADMIRALTY Digital
Publications (ADP) in lieu of paper.
The ADP suite comprises: ADMIRALTY Digital List of Lights (for light and
fog signals information); ADMIRALTY
Digital Radio Signals Volume 6 (for
maritime radio communications and
pilot services information); and ADMIRALTY TotalTide (a tidal prediction
programme).
“It is positive news that the maritime
authorities in Azerbaijan, Estonia and
Qatar have joined many other Flag
States in granting their approval for

UKHO’s e-Nautical Publications (left) are joined by a new guide to ECDIS implementation (right)

BMT’s Rembrandt simulator at Bibby in Mumbai
www.bmt.org
Bibby Ship Management’s training centre
in Mumbai is to utilise the Rembrandt
simulator from BMT Consultants India in
its instruction of marine pilots.
Operating with S57 ENC chart data,
Rembrandt is an alternative to Full
Mission Bridge (FMB) simulators, allowing the user to load any port. It uses ship
models that include over 750 parameters
to allow the trainee to experience ship-toship and ship-to-shore interaction, as well
as squat and shallow water effects, similar
to real-life conditions.
Simulations can be replayed in video
format with track plots and data information, providing an opportunity to analyse
the trainee’s performance.
Rembrandt has tidal current and wind
settings to accommodate the features of a
given port. It can also provide a Client
Server, a multi-user mode which enables
multiple vessels to operate in a single
operational scenario; each with independent human control.
The manoeuvring simulator will be
located at Bibby’s training centre at St
Xavier’s Technical Institute in Mumbai.

BMT says that it has already deployed
the Mundra pilots recently came to BMT
Rembrandt in over 125 projects working
for support when they wanted to bring in
with a number of ship and terminal operthe biggest container vessel to have
ators worldwide.
berthed at any Indian port.”
With Bibby Ship Management, it says
“I look forward to a successful partnerthat it will be focusing on the Asia Pacific
ship where we make our mark in helping
Region, the Persian Gulf, the Indian subto improve the safety of ports in the Indian
continent and Africa.
sub-continent and elsewhere in the
“Our aims and objectives in this partregion.”
nership are to provide
pilotage training of the
highest standard, catering for all levels of proficiency ranging from
entry level to senior
pilots,” said Prakash
Agarwal,
managing
director at Bibby Ship
Management.
Suren Vakil, managing director of BMT
Consultants
India,
added: “BMT has provided specific training
and workshops for
Adani and Shell pilots
at Hazira and all of the
pilots
working
in
Simulations can be replayed in video format for review
Mundra. To our credit,
Digital Ship April 2014 page 30

ADMIRALTY Digital Publications," said
Ms Washington.
“The flagged fleets of these nations can
now benefit from the accuracy, speed and
ease of use of ADP.”
“They provide a far more user-friendly
way of viewing exactly the same trusted
information that the UKHO has always
provided in paper form, but since updates
are provided electronically every week
and take just seconds to apply, the risk of
human error and the time involved in
manual corrections are greatly reduced,
which helps to support safe and efficient
navigation."
In related news, UKHO has also published a new Nautical Publication to
advise shipping companies on the transition to ECDIS.
The 'ADMIRALTY Guide to ECDIS
Implementation, Policy and Procedures
(NP232)' has been designed to assist decision-making by any individual or organisation responsible for the introduction of
ECDIS on board ship.
UKHO says that it is also intended to
provide an on board reference to support
company procedures developed for the
operation of ECDIS, which will assist in
preparation for audits and inspections and
provide clarification on ECDIS policies
and procedures.
NP232 is the third in a series of publications from the UKHO providing guidance on the transition to ECDIS and
Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs),
and is designed to complement the
ADMIRALTY Guide to the Practical Use
of ENCs (NP231) and the ADMIRALTY
Guide to ENC Symbols Used in ECDIS
(NP5012).
Copies of the new guide can be ordered
from ADMIRALTY Chart Agents.

Sweden approves
Transas generic
ECDIS training
www.transas.com
Transas Marine International has
announced that the Swedish Transport
Agency (Transportstyrelsen) has granted
approval for its STCW compliant generic
ECDIS training.
The Transas ECDIS training course
has been certified and will be
re-audited according to the regular
Transportstyrelsen audit cycle.
The course follows the IMO Model
Course 1.27, allowing Transas to issue
STCW 2010 compliant ECDIS training
certificates.
Sweden is the second flag state to
approve Transas Marine’s generic ECDIS
Training after Germany in 2011. This training is accepted by all other IMO member
states due to a standing agreement.
Shipping companies can already apply
for the course via Transas' training calendar.
Transas Marine runs certified IMO
Model Course 1.27 in its premises and
through its Global ECDIS Training
Network GET-Net around the world.
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Aigua Sea School orders more NAUTIS Desktop Trainers
www.vstep.nl
www.nautissim.com
Simulator developer VSTEP has delivered
additional NAUTIS Desktop Trainers to
the Aigua Sea School in Mallorca, as a follow-up order six months after the initial
installation of a classroom of similar simulators at the Spanish academy.
NAUTIS Desktop Trainers are simulators that allow training in a range of competencies, including ECDIS Model
Course 1.27, Radar/ARPA Model Course
1.07, VHF Radio Communications,
Navigational Instruments (GPS, AIS,
Echo Sounder, Speed Log) and advanced
ship handling & manoeuvring.
VSTEP says that Aigua Sea School
experienced strong growth throughout
2013, culminating in an increase in student applications and official Maritime
and
Coastguard
Agency
(MCA)
Certification applications in January 2014.
The MCA application is done using the

NAUTIS Desktop Trainers.
The simulator developer says that the
follow-up order was placed after positive
feedback from both students and instructors about the ease of use, realism and

Aigua will add further Desktop Trainers to those already installed

Transas adds Piracy Information Overlay
www.transas.com
Transas Marine has announced that it has
integrated a Piracy Information Overlay
(PIO) into its FleetView Online SSAStracking software and its Navi-Planner
4000 voyage planning software.
The piracy data is provided by Bergen
Risk Solutions.
The PIO allows users to overlay piracy
information onto existing data and provides them with up to date information
which Transas says will allow them to plan
avoidance measures when transiting a

potential piracy area.
The company notes that this improved
decision making ability allows changes to
be made proactively during voyage planning or fleet monitoring to avoid dangerous areas.
Piracy information is displayed in different colours depending on the type of
incident, with users able to choose how far
back in time piracy incidents should be
shown in order to filter out old information.
The PIO data service is automated and
updated at a minimum every 24 hours.

International cooperation on e-Navigation
The main objective of MONALISA 2.0 is
to streamline Sea Traffic Management
Sweden, Denmark and South Korea have (STM) and to find solutions that will
signed a Memorandum of Understanding improve dynamic route planning and col(MoU) to implement common test beds for laboration, while promoting a common
future e-Navigation solutions, with the exchange of voyage plan information.
SMA says that it believes a global test
aim of promoting the development of new
technologies for safe and efficient trans- bed to be essential to be able to demonstrate the concept of Sea Traffic
port at sea.
The Swedish Maritime Administration Management in full scale, hence its sup(SMA) is already leading what is probably port for this MoU.
"There are initiatives in other countries
the largest e-Navigation project currently
as well, and we welcome them to join the
underway in Europe, MONALISA 2.0.
MoU," adds Peter Fyrby,
director of research and
innovation
at
the
Swedish
Maritime
Administration.
"Sweden, South Korea
and Denmark are all
leading nations in the
field, and this agreement
is a milestone enabling
global solutions."
"Today, there are
many regional test environments.
However,
shipping is global, and
Officials from the Swedish, South Korean and Danish maritime we need to ensure that
new solutions will work
authorities signing the Memorandum of Understanding
across the oceans."
www.sjofartsverket.se

range of training possibilities of the
NAUTIS Desktop Trainers.
VSTEP has already installed the additional simulators at the Aigua Sea School
headquarters in Palma.

Thenamaris to roll
out Furuno ECDIS
www.furuno.com
Furuno Hellas has announced that it has
been awarded a new contract to supply
ECDIS to ship manager Thenamaris.
Thenamaris’ fleet under management
currently comprises 54 vessels, including
42 tankers, nine dry bulk carriers, and
three container vessels. Thenamaris LNG
Inc also manages one LNG vessel.
Thenamaris has already installed
Furuno ECDIS on a number of its ships,
including newbuildings, and the new contract covers the installation of Dual FMD3200 ECDIS Multifunction Display (MFD)
sets with Radar overlay across the remaining vessels in the fleet.
The deal also includes the delivery
of a Furuno CAT ECDIS type-specific
training module, to be installed at
Thenamaris training centres around
the world.

Holland America Line contracts Imtech to refit ships
http://imtech.com/marine
Holland America Line has commissioned
Imtech Marine USA to refit the bridges of
three Holland America Line cruise ships –
ms Westerdam, ms Noordam, and ms
Oosterdam.
The equipment included in the deal
includes FCR-28x9 X-band radars, FAR2837 S-band radars, FMD 3300 ECDIS,
FAP 2000/3000 Track control and GP150D
GPS systems, all Furuno equipment.
Imtech Marine represents Furuno in the
United States.
Imtech Marine will provide engineering, installation, training, and service for
this series of refits, with the first of the
three ships to be refit during a 10-day dry
dock period in April of 2014.
"We have been a partner with Holland

America Line for a number of years, delivering service and spare parts or equipment
whenever necessary for their cruise ships,"
said Eric Clarke, managing director of
Imtech Marine USA.
"We are delighted that we are now
invited to install new bridge systems on
board of three of their famous cruise
ships. Furuno has been selected for
its robust design and flexibility, specifically the interconnecting qualities, as
well as being known as reliable, solid
equipment."
"We see a trend in the industry, showing an increased need for flexibility and
redundancies. Prime focus in this respect
is of course safety. With our worldwide
service network and remote monitoring
facilities, we focus on helping ship owners
achieve uninterrupted, safe operations."

Alewijnse agrees second Indonesia deal
www.alewijnse.com
Alewijnse Marine Systems has agreed a deal
to provide a complete electrical installation
package for a second Indonesian naval
frigate, having previously won a similar
contract for another identical naval vessel.
The packages include platform automation and integrated bridge systems for the
twin, 105-metre SIGMA PKR 10514
Guided Missile Frigates, the first of which
is already under construction for the
Indonesian Navy (TNI AL) at Damen
Schelde Naval Shipbuilding (DSNS) in the
Netherlands and PT PAL (Persero)
Shipyard in Indonesia.
Alewijnse is also providing project and
site management services at the two building locations, as well as design, engineering, programming, installation and commissioning services.
Alewijnse is also responsible for the
complete integrated bridge systems from
design to final delivery.
Alewijnse engineers are working at
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Damen as work continues on the first vessel,
and a team of engineers is also now permanently based at the DSNS yard at Vlissingen,
working on detailed engineering.
"We’re very pleased that Damen chose
us to collaborate with them on this project
for these highly sophisticated vessels," said
Alewijnse CEO Dick Alewijnse.
"Naval units depend completely on
their electrical systems to operate and survive under the most hostile conditions and
we are delighted that Damen selected us
based on our engineering expertise and
track record of completing projects on time
and to budget."
"We first started working with DSNS in
the naval shipbuilding sector in 2004; initially on the Dutch Holland class patrol
vessels and more recently on the construction of the Joint Support Ship, in which we
are currently fully involved. We are very
proud that we have now been granted an
even larger scope of supply, encompassing
full vessel engineering, automation systems and integrated bridge systems."
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Fri Ocean and the benefits of BNWAS
In the second article in our two-part series on the potential benefits of BNWAS (bridge navigational watch
alarm system) implementation in the maritime industry, Digital Ship examines the case of the Fri Ocean
and an accident which could easily have been avoided through the application of the technology
or the second article in our two part
series examining how recent maritime accident investigations have
highlighted how BNWAS (bridge navigational watch alarm systems) could reduce
the number of incidents occurring in the
shipping sector (see DS March 2014 issue
for part one), we will look at the case of the
grounding of the general cargo vessel Fri
Ocean.
The results of the investigation into the
case of the Fri Ocean, conducted with the
co-operation and assistance of the
Bahamas Maritime Authority, were reported by the UK Marine Accident
Investigation Branch (MAIB) as Serious
Marine Casualty Report No 26/2013, and
describe the details of how the ship, in the
very early hours of 14 June 2013, ran
aground at about 10.5 knots, 2½ miles
south of Tobermory, Isle of Mull, while on
passage from Corpach in Scotland to
Varberg in Sweden.
The result of the grounding was that the
vessel’s bow shell plating and frames were
damaged, which resulted in flooding to the
bow thruster room. The crew carried out a
temporary repair, and the vessel was refloated and proceeded to Liverpool for
permanent repair after inspection at Oban.
Fri Ocean was a 2,218 gt general cargo
vessel which, at the time of the accident,
carried navigation equipment including
relevant paper charts (used as the primary
means of navigation), an ECS with a crosstrack limit for deviation from the planned
route set at 0.3 mile, and a GPS with a
cross-track limit for deviation from the
planned route set at 0.5 mile and a distance-to-waypoint alert set at 0.2 mile.
The investigation identified that the second officer, who was alone on watch, fell
asleep, largely through lack of stimulation
which was possibly exacerbated by fatigue,
shortly after making a course alteration.
As the MAIB report notes, none of the

F

alarms fitted to the GPS and ECS were
loud enough to wake the sleeping officer,
but, most critically, a BNWAS that could
have alerted the crew to the second officer's
incapacity was “probably not in use.”

Use of BNWAS
MAIB notes in its report that Fri Ocean had
been fitted with a BNWAS in anticipation
of it becoming a mandatory carriage
requirement on 1 July 2013.
Following the accident there was conflicting evidence given to the investigation
about its use, but MAIB says that the indications are that the system was not activated during watches when a lookout was
present on the bridge.
At the time of the accident it is also noted
that the company’s safety management system did not contain instructions on the use
of the BNWAS, even though, as part of the
MAIB investigation, the first and second
stage BNWAS audible alarms were tested
and found to be operating correctly.
The report states: “There is conflicting
evidence with regard to how routinely the
BNWAS was switched on. At the time of the
accident, there was no requirement for a
BNWAS to be fitted to Fri Ocean and it is
reported that the BNWAS was not necessarily switched on when a lookout was present
on the bridge in addition to the OOW.”
“The BNWAS audio alarm was not
heard before or after the grounding and
there is conflicting evidence as to whether
or not the BNWAS was switched on prior to
the accident. Fri Ocean’s position as shown
by the AIS history track indicates that at
least 12 minutes passed between the second
officer falling asleep and the vessel running
aground which would have required the
BNWAS to be reset at least twice.”
“This indicates that if the BNWAS was
switched on during this period, either
the second officer reset it or the alarm did
not function.”

The vessel Fri Ocean. Photo: MAIB
The evidence in this case seems to show,
with little room for doubt, that had the
BNWAS been functioning during the voyage, the inaction on the bridge would have
certainly been noticed on board the ship.
The report continues: “To reset the
BNWAS from his seated position, the second officer would have had to lean forward, reach across the console and press
the reset button (see picture below). It is
unlikely he would have achieved this
while asleep.”
“As the alarms were working correctly,
it is concluded that the BNWAS was probably not switched on during the period
leading up to the grounding.”
“In view of the reported irregularity of
its use and the absence of any specific
instructions about the operation of the
BNWAS in the company’s SMS, the master
might have either not appreciated the
value of having the BNWAS switched on
or have simply forgotten to switch it on
given that a lookout would normally have
been present.”

The BNWAS reset button was out of arm’s reach, and would have required the watchkeeper to move from his chair. Photo: MAIB
Digital Ship April 2014 page 32

Fatigue
The importance of BNWAS is growing relative to the increasing problem of fatigue
among serving seafarers in the modern
industry. Reducing numbers of crew on
board are increasing the pressure on this
smaller group of workers, while shorter
turnaround times in port mean that less
and less down time is available for seafarers to relax and recharge their batteries.
Increased levels of fatigue lead to an
increased likelihood of a watchkeeper
falling asleep when on duty – as seems to
have been the case aboard the Fri Ocean,
according to MAIB’s report.
The second officer had taken the watch
just before midnight, having gone to the
bridge to relieve the master supposedly
feeling “normal and capable of keeping his
watch”.
MAIB’s report states that, in the days
leading up to the accident, the second officer’s work and rest pattern complied with
STCW hours of rest requirements, however his normal sleeping routine had been
disturbed during the vessel’s call at Belfast.
The report continues: “Although the second officer had an opportunity to rest during the evening in Corpach, disruption of
his circadian rhythm may have contributed
to his not sleeping for more than 30 minutes
in the evening before being woken in preparation for the vessel’s departure.”
“Additionally, his extended working
hours and physical activity during the day
in Corpach meant that, despite feeling normal and capable of keeping his watch, the
second officer was possibly fatigued when
he arrived on the bridge at 2355.”
Following the second officer’s arrival on
the bridge, and after plotting the vessel’s
0000 GPS position on the chart, the master
handed the watch to the second officer.
The second officer engaged the autopilot before the master left the bridge to rest
sometime between 0030 and 0040, and at
this stage there is conflicting evidence as to
whether or not the master switched on the
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BNWAS with a 6-minute reset period and
removed the key before he left the bridge.
At 0256 the second officer adjusted the
vessel’s course and then went out to the
starboard bridge wing to get some fresh
air. When he returned to the wheelhouse,
he secured the starboard bridge door in the
fully open position and sat in the port
bridge chair.
It was shortly after this excursion that
the second officer fell asleep. The vessel
passed the next planned waypoint and
maintained her course for just over 2½
miles, at about 10.5 knots, until the second
officer then woke up – unfortunately not in
time to prevent the grounding.
The report notes: “The master, who had
been woken by the resulting noise and vibration, was already on his way to the bridge
when the second officer attempted to call
him using the vessel’s talk-back system.”
“The BNWAS audio alarm was not
sounding and there is conflicting evidence
as to whether or not the master switched
off the BNWAS when he arrived on the
bridge. In any event, he used the talk-back
system to muster the crew.”
The facts in this case highlight the
impact that the design of bridge layouts
and navigational processes can have on
watchkeeping, and that the possibility of
fatigue should be taken into consideration
when these are being decided.
As the report says: “Fri Ocean’s bridge
layout was designed to enable an OOW to
monitor the vessel’s position using electronic navigational aids while seated in the
port bridge chair. It was also possible to

The ship’s position AIS history track. Photo: MAIB and UKHO
adjust the vessel’s course, using either
manual or automatic steering, without
leaving the chair.”
“While ergonomically efficient, the
design enabled the second officer to conduct much of his watch sitting down,
which increased the potential for him to
fall asleep.”
“Traditional navigation techniques
using charts as a primary means of navigation require an OOW to regularly plot a
series of historical positions from which to
project the vessel’s track. The ECS was provided to assist with passage planning, and
to increase the situational awareness of the
OOW by displaying the vessel’s charted
position at any time without the need for
frequent plotting.”

Safebridge launches CHARTPILOT
online training
http://safebridge.net
E-learning company Safebridge has
launched a type-specific familiarisation
course for the CHARTPILOT 1100/93x0
series made by SAM Electronics, completing the coverage of online training for
SAM Electronics’ ECDIS products.
The Hamburg-based training company
says that the courses for the CHARTPILOT
1100/93x0 series as well as ECDISPILOT
series courses can be booked for single officers on demand or be assigned from a fleet
training package. They also cover the MULTIPILOT version of the respective ECDIS.
“We are happy that we are now able to

satisfy our customers’ demands asking for
online training for both generations of the
SAM Electronics ECDIS,” said Arne
Melzer, vice president Operations at SAM
Electronics.
“There has been a huge demand for the
CHARTPILOT training and people were
just waiting for the launch to start their
trainings,” added Ulf Steden, managing
director of Safebridge.
“Concerning equipment familiarisation
we see online training gaining more and
more market share compared to classroom
training as it is not only more cost efficient
but often is the only way to get the training
on time before joining the vessel.”

CHARTPILOT training is now available online

“In practice, the second officer routinely monitored the vessel’s position using
the ECS and GPS, relying on the crosstrack limit alarm to alert him to an unacceptable deviation from the planned route,
and the distance-to-waypoint alarm to
warn him to alter course in accordance
with the passage plan.”
“This method of navigation provided
little stimulation and allowed the second
officer to remain inactive for extended
periods of time which further increased the
potential for him to fall asleep.”

Conclusions
The case of the Fri Ocean, as well as the circumstances of the grounding of the vessel
Douwnet covered in the Digital Ship March

2014 issue, are the latest in a long line of
incidents which clearly make the case for
BNWAS on board.
Quite simply, these and other accidents
could have easily been avoided through
the implementation of what is a relatively
straightforward piece of technology.
MAIB makes this point itself in its
report, referring specifically to the 2004
publication of its Bridge Watchkeeping
Safety Study, which confirmed the presence of watchkeeper manning levels,
fatigue and a master’s ability to discharge
his/her duties as major causal factors in
collisions and groundings.
The report notes: “The study highlighted a number of accidental groundings in
which no lookout had been posted, the
autopilot was engaged, a BNWAS was
either not fitted or not used and the unaccompanied watchkeeper had fallen
asleep.”
“Since 2004, the MAIB has regularly
investigated groundings of small cargo
vessels, most recently that of Beaumont
(see Digital Ship September 2013 issue), in
which similar causal factors have been
identified.”
Perhaps the failings in these and other
cases can be best summed up by one of
MAIB’s conclusions from the report on the
Fri Ocean, which said that the master
might not have “appreciated the value of
having the BNWAS switched on.”
Hopefully he, and others, will develop a
better appreciation of this technology by
learning the lessons from this list of avoidable accidents.
DS

Transas secures Bulgarian VTS contracts
www.transas.com
Transas Marine reports that it has signed
contracts with the Bulgarian Ports
Infrastructure Company (BPI Co) for the
implementation of two Vessel Traffic
System projects in Bulgaria.
The first project involves completion of
the second phase of the Bulgarian River
Information Services programme (BulRIS
II).
Under this contract Transas will supply
and install a Vessel Traffic Management
Information System to ensure that operations are compliant with all European
standards and technical requirements for
River Information Services.
The system will ensure real-time data
exchange between River Information sites
located along the Danube River and the

main RIS centre in Ruse.
This should facilitate management of
inland waterway transport and streamline
related logistics processes, thereby contributing to a more efficient utilisation of
the inland waterways.
The project will run for the next 18
months and is scheduled for completion
during 2015.
The second project is for the implementation of the National Vessel Traffic
Management and Information System
(VTMIS) project – Phase III.
According to the agreement, Transas
will upgrade the existing Bulgarian VTMIS
and extend its coverage area and functionality, installing Radar, AIS, CCTV, RDF,
VHF and GMDSS subsystems which will
be integrated into a single maritime information system.

The new contract will see Transas involved in two Bulgarian projects
Digital Ship April 2014 page 33
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Navigation – heading for the Cloud?
The concept of the Maritime Cloud is slowly but surely evolving, and looks set to form
a key component in maintaining global navigational safety and efficiency, writes Dr Andy Norris
he concept of communications that
has been maturing during the 21st
century is starting to make even the
late 20th century look very dated.
Easy network access has become the
norm across most countries of the world,
with virtually all organisations and many
individuals considering it essential to have
continuous connection, 24 hours a day.
This ever-growing market is continuing
to drive the evolution of the global communications infrastructure, totally changing our concepts of what good communications can do for us.
On the other hand, many in the world of
shipping emphasise that we already have
VHF, HF, MF, DSC, AIS, NAVTEX,
EPIRBs, LRIT and Inmarsat-C that meet
the statutory requirements for communications, and so is there any need for change?
Indeed, these services are currently reliable and effective for their originally
intended uses but they mainly reflect a
passing world, based on outdated concepts
of information transfer.
Not least, any enhancements to such
services are generally difficult and expensive to implement and so GMDSS, for
instance, remains very much a 1980s’ concept generally unable to embrace even
minor enhancements without involving
huge investment.
One of the biggest maritime drivers for
change is the ongoing transition on vessels
from a paper to a digitally dominated
world, both for business and statutory reasons – a major departure from the practices
of the 20th century.
Navigation-related data previously
only available on paper is now much more
conveniently distributed and used in digital format. This covers such things as tidal
information, lists of radio signals and
lights, notices to mariners and sailing
directions, as well as ENCs.
The benefits of digitisation are massive, such as helping to reduce the huge
latencies involved in getting the latest
information to vessels, which can amount
to many weeks for the distribution of
paper-based sources.
In the foreseeable future most reports
from vessels to coastal authorities will be
driven by digital data, with voice playing
a far-reduced part, allowing those on the
bridge to concentrate even more on safe
navigation.
Of course, vessel management is
increasingly becoming dominated by digital information exchange, simply because
of the achievable efficiency benefits and
resultant cost savings.
In fact, the communications needs of the
business and statutory worlds converge to
relatively common requirements in this
modern digital age – both could be based
on an infrastructure that gave vessels
affordable and secure access to bespoke
global networking facilities.

T

The Maritime Cloud

Access to the Cloud

The relatively recent concept of the
Maritime Cloud, potentially a future part
of IMO’s e-navigation programme, is fundamentally part of this thinking.
In principle, the Cloud is a subset of the
internet that encompasses all sources of
information necessary for the safety and
the efficiency of shipping.
The sources include information from
other vessels and navigational aids, as
well as any relevant shore-supplied data
such as ENCs, port information, MSI, met
forecasts and real-time tide and current
information.

Assuming the practicality of a Cloud
approach, the main issue at sea would be a
satisfactory and affordable connection to it
for all parts of the voyage.
Obviously satcoms would play a major
role in this but other communications systems are also relevant.
Ideally, the statutory requirements for
such systems would be ‘goal-based’ rather
than highly detailed and specialised. This
would perhaps ideally allow the use of any
service that enabled appropriately secure
connection to the Maritime Cloud.
It would also allow newer and potentially more affordable technologies to be
easily introduced in the future, maintaining the modernity of the system, a failing
of the current bespoke approach to maritime statutorily fitted systems.
Connection to the Cloud needs to be
very reliable and its minimum allowable
availability would have to be internationally agreed across all sections of a voyage
including port approaches, coastal, ocean
and polar regions.
The use of multiple independent Cloud
gateways would reduce the need for ultrareliability from any one system. For
instance, the fitting of two totally independent but low cost satcoms systems may
satisfactorily meet the requirements for
some phases of the voyage.
In many coastal areas, mobile phone
networks could be a potential source of
access to the Cloud.
Although presently not used for statutory maritime communications they have
actually become a prime means of voice
and digital communication by ships’ crews
and passengers for both personal and business calls, with many accessing their
phones as soon as a signal is receivable.
Today, the coverage of existing coastal
phone networks is generally directed away
from the sea, limiting its potential effectiveness for vessel communications.
However, a future need –and income –
from seawards coverage would rapidly
change the situation.
Together with special high-mounted
vessel antennas the possibility of a very
effective coastal service for accessing the
Maritime Cloud would result. This would
add to the capacity of satellite services,
assisting the general need for increased
bandwidth within coastal areas.
It’s important to realise that the potential use of mobile networks for accessing
the Cloud is not implying that the shipboard system is being used as a phone.

The Maritime Cloud would need to be
designed to be robust and secure. Photo:
FutUndBeidl
The Cloud would necessarily be configured to ensure that access to any particular
information was restricted to defined users
and their associated equipment.
It could also incorporate safety-related
voice communications and, into the
future, a real-time video capability.
Potentially, it could become the main conduit for AIS data.
Another use could be for the remote
monitoring of onboard safety-related systems by owners and equipment suppliers,
helping to ensure the correct operation of
systems and flagging potential issues for
servicing before a severe malfunction
develops.
In particular, with the essential requirement for integrity of the Cloud, it could be
used as an enhanced replacement for
potentially all GMDSS services.
Not only does it have to be designed
to be robust and secure, it also needs to
be readily updateable as and when security or other weaknesses are found, and
also to accommodate new concepts and
requirements.
These are not trivial issues but they are
mainstream and well understood. Not
least, critical web-based activities are
already carried out very successfully by
various bodies that have extremely high
demands on security and integrity.
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Bridge staff will recognise them just as a
set of channels available for automatic use
by the vessel’s systems and for giving
appropriate access to voice broadcasts or
one-to-one
communications,
when
accessed from bridge workstations.
VHF channels would also have a role to
play. For as many years as necessary they
will be needed in virtually their present
form to support vessels in the change-over
to more modern systems.
Eventually, they could be used as a
local digital network, contributing much
needed bandwidth to local communications, potentially with connectivity to the
Maritime Cloud via satellite and coastal
stations.
Perhaps MF and HF would also be configured to have fully digital but emergencylike roles, with limited but appropriate
access to the Cloud. Such channels would
only be used when all other communication
services to any particular vessel was temporarily lost, for whatever reason.

Costs
The Maritime Cloud would mean that data
costs would normally be incurred, even for
statutory communications between ships
and from ship-to-shore, except for emergencies perhaps.
However, if we look at the trends in the
requirements of vessels for the transmission and reception of digital data there is
an ever-increasing demand for more
capacity, with no limits in sight.
This increase results from the basic need
to ensure the continuing economic viability of the shipping world.
In practice, it means that today’s business needs for data capacity vastly exceed
those needed for traditional statutory communications. The extra costs involved in
also having to pay for even an increase in
the statutory use of communications would
therefore be very minimal in comparison.
Of course, because of the huge advantages inherent in using the Maritime
Cloud, further significant efficiency savings will accrue that will be orders of magnitude higher than all the additional communications costs incurred.
Linking maritime needs to mainstream
modern communications practices and
technology would keep the ongoing cost of
replacing outdated systems very affordable.
The existing highly bespoke communications-related systems of the maritime
world adds significantly to their costs,
as well as complicating the options
for change.
DS

Dr Andy orris has been well-known in the maritime navigation
industry for a number of years. He has spent much of his time managing high-tech navigation companies but now he is working on
broader issues within the navigational world, providing both technical and business consultancy to the industry, governmental bodies
and maritime organizations. Email: apnorris@globalnet.co.uk
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KNS Z-SERIES MK3 in 2014
"Combat ready" MK3 antennas are built on a Military-grade hardware platform. The state-of-the-art MK3 antennas
offer enhanced M&C capabilities & the integrated ALL-IN-ONE PCU will keep you extremely efficient. MK3 antennas
also allow users to access the controller by Wireless-Bluetooth connections on a web-based software.

KNS WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM
Time Consuming and Inefficient

More Control, Better Efficiency
and Reduced Cost
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One Person

WIRELESS ACU CONTROL SYSTEM

Labor Costs Increase and Efficiency Reduced

The new MK3 antennas are accessible via Bluetooth technology. Connectivity via Bluetooth eliminates the time and energy for a technician to run
below deck and make adjustments to the ACU and
run back above deck to check all settings. KNS
MK3 antennas can be connected via wireless
Bluetooth technology up to about 100 meters from
the radome.
The KNS Self Diagnostic mode can be selected
from the paired computer to check all settings and
movements of the antenna after service has been
conducted through a wireless Bluetooth connection.
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Hwaam-dong, 59-5, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, South Korea, 305-348 | Tel +82 42.932.0351 Fax +82 42.932.0353 www.kns-kr.com
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